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TOUGH ON

BAD BLAZE

CHICAGO DR. CHADWICK

High

Dec. 31 A Are that
Chicago,
started today on the second floor of
a seven-storbrick building In West
Van Buren Street, occupied by the
Cash Buyers' Union, destroyed property valued at $600,000. Spreading rapidly the fire soon assumed large proportions. Fearing that the whole district waa in danger, a second alarm
was sent In, followed by a series of
calls for additional men and apparatus.
The fire penetrated to the Zeno Manufacturing Company adjoining and In a
few minutes the structure was also
gutted. The Boston Rubber Paint
Company next caught, followed by the
Peninsular Stove Company.
The explosion in the basement of
the Cash Buyers' Union building tore
up the streets and sidewalks, throwing the firemen Into the air and seriously injuring one.
The explosion was followed by the
collapse of the tall walls of the Peninsular Stove Company and those of the
Cash Buyers' Union. Many had narrow escapes when the walls collapsed.
Bridge Burns in Ohio.
Cleveland, Ohio, Dec. 31. Fire today destroyed 150 feet of the Lake
Shore Railway double track bridge,
spanning Sandusky Bay, 60 miles east
of this city. As a result all trains
were diverted via the southern division between this city and Toledo.
111.,
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FROM SANTA FE
TO ROSWELL
Delegate-Elec-

t

W. H. Andrews and As-

sociates File Articles of Incorporation of Torrance Roswell &
Gulf Railway.
The filing of articles of incorporation yesterday for the Torrance, Roswell & Gulf Railway is another of the
results accomplished by Delegate-elec- t
W. H. Andrews, while in tho east the
past month. This is an assurance to
the people of Roswell and the Pecos
Valley, that their hoped for line from
Torrance is to materialize very soon.
The articles are signed by the same
promoters and capitalists who built the
Santa Fe Central who are now constructing the Albuquerque Eastern and
who through local agents yesterday
filed plats for the new Albuquerque,
Durango & Gulf Railway. The road
will begin at Torrance, where it will
connect with the Santa Fe Central
and proceed in a southeasterly direction through the northeastern corner of
Lincoln County and the northwestern
part of Chaves County. The southern
terminal will be at Roswell, a distance
of 125 miles from Torrance.
The route proposed waa surveyed
by Chief Engineer J. R. Farwell and
a corps of engineers about eight
months ago and the right of way plats
will soon be filed in the land office.
Mr. Farwell says that the highest
grade on the line will be one per cent
and the Sharpest curve will be three
per cent, both of which are very low.
The capital stock of the company is
$2,500,000, which Is estimated by experts to be the cost of the road and 10
per cent of this amount has already
been turned over to the treasurer of
the new company, T. Lee Clark, of
Pittsburg. The Incorporators of the
company are W. H. Andrews, Albuquerque, W. S. Hopewell, Hfllsboro;
Francis J. Torrance, Arthur Kennedy
and T. Lee Clark, Pittsburg. These
are also the directors for the first
three months. It is understood that
work will begin on the construction of
the new road, simultaneously with that
of the Durango road.

HALL REMOVED
BY ROOSEVELT
The District Attorney for Oregon

Die'

missed for Alleged Connection
With Land Frauds.

Will

to Cleveland as Guest
Friend, Sheriff Barry Talks to
Go
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VISIT

FORT

BAYARD FEAR

on Last Days
and Election of Officers Takes

Interesting Papers Read
Place.

New York. Dec. 31. Dr. Chadwick
reached here today on the Pretoria
and will go to Cleveland this afternoon. He will not be placed under arrest but' will go as a guest of Sheriff
Barry, who is an old friend. Dr. Chad-wicPress
said to the Associated
when he learned he was to be arrested: "This is the last straw. I knew
I should find trouble and breakers
ahead but I never for one moment anticipated my arrest. Guilty, of course
I am not guilty, I am absolutely innocent. And you say poor old Bckwith
is very ill? Poor man, I know him
but little, but I am sure he Is Inno
cent."
The reporter told Dr. Chadwick of
the statements made that Mrs. Chadwick is believed to be Madam Devere.
Ha fp.ll back as if stunned, exclaiming:
"Madam Devere! Oh, no! No! Don't
say that. That cannot be. I do not
believe such a thing can be possible.
If she Is I have never suspected it
and I cannot for one moment believe
it." Dr. Chadwick said he did not
know the charges against his wife but
he did not believe she could be guilty.
Surprised at Indictment.
The Hamburg American liner Pre
toria, unon which Dr. Leroy S. Chad
wick of Cleveland, Ohio, and his
daughter Mary, were passengers, ar
rived at quarantine at 7:at this morning. When the Pretoria arrived in
Quarantine she was boarded by health
officers. Shortly afterwards a reve
nue cutter came up and stood along
side. At 8:45 the doctor was still .on
hoard and no news had been obtained
of Dr. Chadwick. Later an Associated
Press reporter met Dr. Chadwick in
his cabin and delivered some mail to
Miss Chadwick. Dr. Chadwick refused
to be interviewed.
Later he was informed of his Indict
ment. Trembling, he said: "I have
heard nothing of this matter and will
say, nothing till I get some authorita
tive information." He then darted in
to tho cabin of) his daughter across
the companionway and locked the door.
witn
He remained in close conference
Miss Chadwick until the -- arrival of
Sheriff Barry, of Cuyahoga County,
Ohio, who had a warrant for his arrest.
Fix Bail for Chadwick.
Cleveland. Ohio. Dec. 31. Judge
Tilden In the criminal court today fixed
the bail of Dr. Chadwick at SIO.WV.
Attorney Dawley stated that bond for
that amount will probably be ready
when Dr. Chadwick arrived here.
k

SACRIFICES LIFE
TO SAVE CHILDREN
Heroic Deed of Nebraska Woman;
Also Saved House From Des-

truction.
In a fire
Nebraska, today, Mrs.
.ToseDh Reuse was so seriously burnea
that she died shortly afterwards. Mrs.
Reuss' clothing caught fire and she
dived into a tank of water quenching
the flames which enveloped her, but
not, however, before her clothing had
She men
h
burned off of her.
risLahad Into the burning house, extin
guished' the fire and saved her children, but soon afterwards died from
the effects of the burns she received.
Norfolk. Neb.. Dec. 31.

near Elgin,

NEW IDEA
FOR CANAL
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AMADO

CHAVES.

Territorial Superintendent of Public Instruction.
The following address was delivered edge of grammar, of arithmetic, and
by the Hon. Amado Chaves, Territorial of geography is of itself a most valuSuperintendent of Public Instruction, able and practical work. But it falls
at the meeting of the New Mexico Ed- far short of filling out the mission of
ucational Association in Silver City the teacher. - The heart of the child
must be reached and guided. The
Wednesday last:
To the Educational Association of New lpve of truth and virtue and honor
must be inculcated. An appreciation
Mexico.
The teachers of New Mexico occupy of the beautiful, so characteristic of
a position of peculiar interest. They the Spanish, should be developed. A
are on the boundary line between two love of law and order and stability, so
be
great worlds of men and of language. characteristic of ,he Saxon, must inPatriotism should be
South of us, for 90 degrees of latitude, cultivated.
world of stilled into the mind and heart of the
extends the Spanish-speakinAmerica. North of us, all the way to pupil. This means more than the
on civics. It
Circle City, on the Arctic Circle, ex- stu ly of a text-boo- k
i
world.
the awakening of a love of our
tends the English-speakinEach is composite as to race; yet country ana ot its insiuiuuons.
This Is a very practical age. The
there are the two dominant elements,
the Spanish and the, Saxon. Provi- best schools are trying to supply that
dence has decreed that in all this training which will enable the pupil
western hemisphere there shall be no to succeed in the struggle of life. A
French nation, no German nation, no really thorough knowledge of the funItalian nation,, no Russian nation, no damentals is the best foundation for
Norse nation. Accessions from all these the business man to build upon. Let
nationalities come to us, and enrich us bear this In mind; and even in our
us with whatever they bring of the most elementary work, let us do our
good, the true and the beautiful. But best to make the lessons effective.
As to the educational progress we
it is only the tongues of Great Britain
and the Spanish Peninsula that are are making in New Mexico, the reto be spoken in North and South Amer sults attained within the past 14 years
In the year
ica, and it is the literature, history, .are highly gratifying.
and traditions of those lands "that are 1890 we bore the stigma of discouragto be of the greatest service to us In ing illiteracy; for, taking our population as a whole, over 44 per cent were
all the future.
SDain and Britain were rivals for unlettered. This heavy and discouragcenturies, and for centuries were at ing percentage was due, of course, to
war with each other. Now the time the circumstances, into which it is not
has come at last for us to realize the necessary to enter here. There was
greatness of each in its influence upon high culture in New Mexico, but It
the world. We stand, I say, upon the was not broadened out to Include all
boundary line where the two great the elements of our population. Amerhistorical forces meet. To the south is ican energy and enthusiasms have
the race which taught Europe the been at work since then. We have
Arabic figures and the rules oi arun- - reduced the illiteracy nearly
We have brought It down to fifmetic, and which sent forth Columbus.
To the north is the race which pro- teen per cent
duced the Magna Charta and Sir Isaac
At the great World's Fair at St
Newton. To the south of us, the
the educational exhibit of New
Louis,
scholars read Calderon and Cervantes; Mexico attracted much
attention, ana
to the north they study Shakespeare called forth
comment
appreciative
and Milton. South and north alike The silver medal, second only in the
they sneak a great and glorious lan order of awards, was given to us. This
guage, they possess a great literature. gratifying fact will do much to eradi
We are on the boundary line
cate the erroneous impression abroad
the two noblest languages ever that we are backward
in educational
to
is
It
easy pre matters.
spoken in the world.
have done
you
Teachers,
dict the future of the Englisn-speaK-indone nobly. You have
well.
You
have
world. It Is growing every day in done
grandly. Where is there another
numbers, in wealth, and in powen
which
has accom
commonwealth
Spanish-speakin- g
of the
What
In the space of
results
such
plished
nations
world? The Spanish-America- n
fourteen years In less than half a genhave passed their day of sore trial, of eration?
'
poverty, and of turbulence. They are
New
out
to
new
us
era
is
A
Let
opening
growing wealthy and strong.
long-desirDoubtless
Mexico.
the
opto
their
will
rise
great
hope they
statehood Is soon to be achieved. For
portunities.
let
What is the duty of the teachers newer and higher responsibilities
new
determl
with
us
all
be
beprepared,
land
who stand upon this border
tween the two great races? First, to nation to do our best Let us be lofty
in
while not neglecting the com
appreciate 2oth; to realize the great- monaim,
the little things. Let us
things
ness of their languages and litera
be energetic. Let us be prompt to
which
catch
the
to
inspiration
tures;
we look
a glance at the future gives. We must seize opportunities. . While
of very
see
remains
the
us
about
and
be friends now, and forever. We must
work of
the
ancient
civilization,
Saxon
and
For
Spaniard
hands.
Join
out our
are to rule from the Arctic shores to mjghty ages past let us hold
all
with
of
new,
the
to
hands
accept
the Antarctic, in this hemisphere.
the
It
brings.
good
The work of the teacher is one of
On this great table land, from which
the noblest occupations of man or
woman. "As the twig is bent, the tree we look out upon the north and the
Is Jncllnedv" "Train up a child In the south, the old and the new, let us
way he should go," says the Scripture, build up an Ideal manhood and wom
"and he will not depart .from It when anhood, both conservative and pro
gresslve, both strong and tender, both
he Is old."
,
To Impart a good, working knowl daring and God fearing.
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Secretary Taft Wants to Import Porto
Rican Laborers to Panama tor

.

Work on Big Ditch.

Wtishlneton. D. C Dec. 31. It has
been decided to experiment on the
American zone on the istnmus oi rana-mwith laborers to be taken from
Pnrtrt nion Secretary Taft at the con
clusion of a conference with the Presi- rtBnt todav said that he expected to
have about 500 Porto Rican laborers
taken to Panama with the Idea of in
troducing them Into canal work. sue- Should the exneriment prove
MMfnl it la nuite likely that thousands
of Porto Rlcans will eventually oe in
duced to go to Panama to work on tne
a

DYING.

Chicago. 111.. Dec. .31 Theodore .
orches-.Thomas, leader of the Chicago

nauiui n. restless night and his
was less favorable. He
condition
Secretary Hay the arbitration treaty Is sufferingtoday
from
pneumonia.
between Snaln and the United States
to
those
It la similar
already signed
All legal blanks at the New Mexican.
with other naoona,
;
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,
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of Officers Killed Fighting
Under Him.

Lecture by Dr. Robert
Wednesday Night.

NO

ALLIANCE

Russia Not Afraid That Great Britain
and United States Will Combine
Allege Intimidation.

Reporter.

WnMnrtoTi. D. C. Dec. 31. Presi
dent Hnnaovnlt today directed the re-moral from office of John H. Hall,
United States district attorney for
Oregon. Hall has been prosecuting
officer of the
and is in the
.
can al.
land, fraud cases and his removal 1b
made in connection with them.
CHICAGO MUSICIAN
A TREATY WITH SPAIN. .
Dec. 31. Span
Washington, D.
ish Minister CJed today signed with

DEADJHEROES

Teachers Association Listens to Admiral Togo Officiates at Funeral

yf

Basement Throws Firemen
in Air -- Walls Collapse-Compa- nies
Who Lost.

CONVENTION

IN NEW MEXICO

MANY CLOSE ESCAPES THINKS WIFE INNOCENT
in

ADDRESS TO

CLOSE OF

MEN OF THE HOUR

Destructive Fire on West Side His Arrest on Landing Unexpected
and the Doctor Says Its the
Causes the Loss of Several
Last Straw.
Large Buildings- -

Explosion

NO. 267.
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The following is a synopsis of the
proceedings of the last two days' session of the New Mexico Educational
Association, which closed' its labors in
SUver City on Thursday last:
Wednesday, December 28th, 2 p. m.
When the association adjourned at
noon the subject of "Teachers Institutes" was under discussion, Professor
Vert director. The subject was fully
discussed by Professors Light, Tight,
White, Wood, Larkln, Richards, and
Mrs. .Fillder.'
Then followed the most Interesting
session held during the meeting. The
next paper read was by Miss Lydia
Moon, of the Albuquerque
public
schools, on "Language in Elementary
Grades." This paper was full of new
ideas and was highly appreciated.
Next came a paper by Professor J.
R, McArthur on the "Relation of English Work in the Grades to That of
the Hieh School." Professor McAr
thur is the professor of English at
the College of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts. His paper was one of
the best of the session. It was consid
ered so Instructive and valuable that
at the request of the association J. G.
McNarv. editor of the New Mexico
Journal of Education, will publish it
In the next issue of that journal.
Professor TJ. Francis Duff, of Deming,
then followed with a paper entitled
"The Principals of language. Teaching." Professor Duff is county superintendent of Luna County, and while
a comparatively young man, is one of
the best educators In the Territory and
has been teaching for many years. His
paper proved of great interest
The association by special arrange
ment brought Dr. Robert Mclntyre
front id home in Los Angeles, so that
the association might have the benefit
of his famous lecture, "Buttoned Up
were
indeed
Fortunate
PeoDle."
those who heard the lecture. It was
worth the trip alone and was a treat.
After the lecture a public reception
waa tendered the members of the S iso- '--

and the Normal School faculty, rne
reception was a delightful affair. The
welcome extended by the people of Sil
ver City to the visitors was very cordial.
The flower of Silver City society
was present at the reception. Re
freshments were served ana many
mimical aelections rendered. Professor
Larkin, of Las Vegas, sang several
solos and delighted thoe present witn
his well trained voice.
Thursday, December 29th, 9 a. m.
ni morning session on this day was
opened by a paper prepared by Miss
Martha Hammond of Albuquerque. The
paper' was discussed by Professors
Larking and Tight and was read by
Miss McGregor, of the Normal racuuy.
Th next naoer and a very Interest
ing one it was, entitled "The Field of
Ethics," by Professor C. E. Hoagm, oi
th University, brought forth consid
erable discussion was dlscused by Miss
Sarah Ellis of the Normal school.
Afternoon Session 2 p.m.
The afternoon session on Thursday
was devoted to the election of officers
for the ensuing year. Those elected
were:
President W. Q. Tight
Vice President, Miss M. R. Koehler.
Secretary, Miss Sarah Ellis.
Treasurer, D. M. Richards.
Members of the Council.
Hlr-A. B. Stroup, Miss Lydia Moon,
Hartlev. C. H. Hodein. H. A. Owen,
James O. McNary, TJ. Francis Duff, E.
F. Right, W. E. Dudley, W. ti. Kvans.
At th close of the session the peo-nia of Silver City furnished convey

Tokio, Dec. 31. At the funeral
here today of several officers and men
killed while fighting under him In the
attacks on the Port Arthur fleet and

fortress, Vice Admiral Togo addressed
their spirits in the following words:
"As I stand before your spirits, I
can hardly express my feelings. Your
personalities are fresh in my memory.
Your corporeal existence has ceased,
but your passing from this world has
been In gallant discharge of your duty,
by virtue of which the enemy's fleet
In this world has been completely disabled and our combined fleet holds undisputed command of the seas. I trust
this will bring peace and rest to your
spirits. It is my agreeable duty to
avail myself of my presence In this
city, whither I have been called by
our Emperor, to render a report of
our successes to the spirits of those
who sacrificed their earthly existence
In the attainment of so Important result as that above rendered."
Say Alliance Is Bluff .
St. Petersburg, Dec. 31. Russian
papers are beginning to discuss British and Continental reports of the al
alliance, but
leged
consider that they have no solid foun
dation and they represent mere Brit
ish anxiety to have It appear that such
an alliance is the prospect rather than
the deliberate purpose of the United
States to abandon her traditional policy. The Gazette declares the commercial rivalry between the two countries
Anglo-Americ-

an

renders a lasting agreement Impossible; but the papers say that the temporary truce Is being glorified as an
to
alliance for political purposes
Rusintimidate
and
strengthen Japan
sia.

It Is added that the European press
seems to have taken the matter seriously and become alarmed but Russia
will not be intimidated.

ADAMS DON'T
WANT TO PAY
of Colo
Democratic Governor-Elec- t
rado to File Application, to Avoid
Payment of Court Costs.
Denver. Colorado. December 31.
Attorney Samuel W. Belford, who
is looking after the interests of Alva
Adams, Democratic nominee for gov
ernor, in the Supreme Court sent
word to Attorney Henry J. Hersey,
last night that he would appear In the
Sunreme Court this morning and ask
for a modification of the court's order
so that Adams would not have to pay
nart of the costs of the investigation
of the alleged frauds in Denver.
Attorney Hersey was at the state
house all morning and at about noon
he was informed that Belford would
not file the application before Tues
day morning
Attorney Hersey was ready to pro
test against any modification. The
court today annotated two watchers to
guard the registration books and regis
tration slips stored at the court nouse
Watchers were given power to make
an Inventory of books and Blips.

THE TRADING
STAMP WINS
Colorado Judge Decides That Ordi
nance Against It is Unconstitutional Same Case Elsewhese.

Denver, Colo., Dec. 31. Judge B. B.
In the county court today held
Lindsey
were
ances and the visiting teachers
stamp ordinance
the
that
taken for a drive to Fort Bayara. ine passed threetrading
months
ago by the city
and
all
trip was greatly enjoyed by most suc- council to be unconstitutional. The
was a pleasant closing to a
court found the same question had
cessful meeting.
arisen in a score of states and that the
ordinance was universally declared un-

TO ALLOW GRAZING constitutional.
'
ON GILA RESERVE HORRIBLE ACT
OF HUSBAND
Department of Interior Grants Concessions to Stockmen for Year
1905.

Dec. 31. The In
has decided to allow grazing to 60,000 head of sheep
and soats and. 25.000 head of cattle
and horses on the Gila Forest Reservefor the season of 1905 in Arizona, beinr a hie concession to cattlement
Mot over 10,000 head of sheep or
goats nor more than 700 head of cat
tie and hones will be allowed one per
.

El Paso. Texas.

While Drunk, Throws Wife on Rail
road Track and Holds Her Until
Struck By Train Both Die..

terior-Departme-

Carbondale, 111, Dec. 31. A. R.
HemnhlU and wife were killed near
here today by a fast passenger train
on the Illinois Central. Hemphill had
been drinking heavily and naa started
for this city. Mrs. Hemphill endeavored to Induce him to return when he
threw her to .the track and held her
there while the train passed over them.
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NECESSARY WORD TO EDUCATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF
NEW MEXICO.
Three years' ago, when acting upon
a previously adopted resolution, the
New Mexico Educational Association
was about to establish its headquarters
and annual meetings permanently at
Santa Fe, upon the solicitation of a
few members, action was postponed for
two years after which it was tacitly
agreed the association should meet annually in this city. The educators
have broken faith in this matter and
as a consequence, the attendance at
the annual meetings has been diminishing. The Colorado Educational Association meets annually at Denver and
A

mEXICHH

-- 6 at
its meeting this year over 800 per00 sons are in attendance; at the meet
75 ings of the Educational Association of
60 New Mexico, not eighty,
yea not fifty,
00 teachers were
present. As long as the
00 Educational Association is a homeless
00
wanderer, it cannot expect to do much
CO
good." It should establish its head75
quarters at the capital, where the beau5
tiful capltol is at its disposal for meet-

...

t

New Merlcan Is the oldest
wspaper in New Mexico. It is sent
m every postofflce in the Territory,
nd has a larg and growing circulation among the Intelligent and progressive people of the Southwest
ThK.

UNIONLABfl

THE YEAR 1904.
The New Mexican in today's issue
publishes a resume of the progress of
the Territory of New Mexico during
the year just ended and of existing
conditions. The showing is very creditable considering the circumstances
and the fact that 1904 was an off year.
and losses occurred
Injury
to the stoc'fr. growing interests of the
Territory, battle and sheep, during the
spring and early summer on account of
the unprecedented drouth which then
obtained. More injury and losses were
brought about by the severe rain
storms and great floods which occurred
in many sections of the Territory during the early part of October. In its
agricultural interests as well as the
railroads, the Territory suffered severely; nevertheless, New Mexico Is progressing and advancing in every direction. Its financial standing is first- class in the money markets and its
bonds even at as low a rate as four
per cent are sold at par and the bonds
bearing a higher Interest are quoted at
106 and, in fact, are held as such good
investments that they are not on the
market The administration of official
affairs in the Territory has been honest, economical and efficient. This has
also been the case in the counties with
two or three exceptions and in these

wasne

ing place, where a historical museum,
historic
treasures,
archaeological
buildings, beautiful surroundings, so
cial advantages, the opportunity to
become acquainted with the territorial
officials and the workings' of the differ
ent government departments, where
three railroads form a junction and
which has as good a climate as is to be
found anywhere in New Mexico, all ad
vantages and inducements that are of
especial value to a territorial educa
tional association. But if Santa Fe

cannot have the headquarters, then
establish them at Albuquerque or at
Las Vegas or at any other town offer
ing the railroad and hotel facilities
and possessing a suitable meeting
place for the annual convention, rather
than wander from place to place each

904.

RESULTS

THAT
WOULD COME
FROM JOINT STATEHOOD.
There is a decided difference in the

Are

system of statutes of New Mexico and

oi Arizona. In irrigationand mining
laws, especially, there are differences
that are very important. It will be
difficult to reconcile those differences
by new legislation which will be ap
plicable to both parts of the new
state. Says a prominent legal author;
"A change in a system of laws is
far more serious matter, more difficult
to accomplish, and more grave in its
results, than even a change of gov
ernmental forms." Of course, these
are matters, to which the few. joint
statehood shouters, who have only self
ish and personal ambitions to gratify
pay no attention. After they have at
tained their point the deluge. Yet
unsatisfactory as is the present terri
torial form of government, it is prefer
able to the inevitable confusion, high
er taxation, and business depression,
which must follow a forced and unpre
cedented mesalliance of two great
commonwealths that differ in their
systems of laws, in their resources, in
the nature of their people, in their
ambitions and in their ideals.
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Dr. Pierce's Golden

an

Medical Discovery
CURES Weak
Lungs.
03,000 FORFEIT

6

Giow.

aunt

vmAvczaoo

V

wn, m. x.

THE

Will be paid by the World's Dispensary
Medical Association, Proprietors, Buf
falo, N. Y., if they cannot show the original signature of the individual volun
teering the testimonial below, and also
of the writers of every testimonial among
the thousands which they are constantly
publishing, thus proving their genuine- -

CLAIRE HOTEL
GEORGE E. ELLIS, Proprietor.

Thomas E. Watson will start a maga
If he would go in with Thomas
Lawson, he could afford to prinJrit on
asbestos, and as to copy, the magazine
would need no other contributor to
make it interesting, except the "Two
Toms."

and steam-heat- e
The most conveniently located and only
Hotel in the city. Electric lights, bathe and sanitary plumbing
Cafe and Buffet
throughout. Everything: up to date. First-clas- s
v m
eeanedted. Fine Sample Room for Commercial Men e
fire-pro-

"When I commenced talcing your medicines,
eighteen months ago, my health was completely
broken down." writes Mrs. Cora L. Sunderland,
of Chaneyviue, Calvert Co., Ma. "At times I
mnlH nnt even walk across the room without
pains in my chest. The doctor who attended me
said I had lung trouble, and that I would never ot
well again. At last I concluded to try ur. nerce s
medicines. I bought a bottle ot ooiaen Mea- Irol niamverv ' took it. and soon commenced
to feel a little better, then you directed me to
take both the 'Golden Medical Discovery' and
Attorney General Moody is after the the ' Favorite PrescriDtion.' which I did. Alto- oi umura
I nave taken eignieen Domes
that
trust.
Here
goes
wishing
paper
S ether
twelve of the ' Favorite Preedical
he will come out on top, there is not a scription.'Discovery,'
and five vials of Pellets.' I am now
almost entirely well, and do all my work withnewspaper in the land that will not out
anv nnin whatever, and can run with more
wish him good luck.
case man 1 COUiU lormenj ivutn.
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AMERICAN OR EUROPEAN PLAN.
Postal Telegraph and Cable Co's Office In the Building
CORNER PLAZA AND SAN FRANCISCO STREET.

Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets cleanse
and regulate the bowels.

Catarrh Cannot be Cured
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The Largest Hall

.Drug-gists-

Mexico must help to pay the debt of
Arizona. In addition to its bonded indebtedness, Arizona has guaranteed
the interest on the Pima County Railroad bonds and has entered into other
financial obligations that the new state
would have to assume, the burden falling upon the people of New Mexico in
greater part. Lacking in many other
n
bill
particulars, the
lacks especially in justice to the peo
ple of this Territory.
Rodey-Hamllto-

The Teachers' Association of Kansas
at its annual convention this year at
Topeka, the state capital, insists that
the Kansas high schools are retrograd
ing. Who Is to blame but the teach
ers? The pedagogues of Colorado, at
their annual meeting, also at the state
capital, are being urged to form a
union that would adopt a scale of sal
aries and of working hours. As' a
matter of fact, a union bricklayer is
paid three times as much a day as is
the average Colorado or New Mexico
teacher and if a union will bring a
teacher's salary up to that of a hod
carrier, then teachers' unions will have

Ufgi gaiple

the

Cut

for

Advertise in the New Mexican and
you will Increase your business.

Balis

Frightened Horse.
Running like mad down the street,
dumping the occupants, or a hundred
other accidents, are every day occur
rences. It behooves everybody to have
a reliable salve handy and there's none
as good as Bucklen's Arnica Salve.
Burns, Cuts, Sores, Eczema and Piles,
disappear quickly under Its soothing ef
fect 25c at Fischer Drue Co.
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New Mexico

New Stock of Books, Toilet Articles, Toys, Dolls,
Gaines, Souvenir Goods, Etc., Etc.

Seating Capacity, 450

Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
Large Stage
the voters themselves have fastened
by the New Mexican Printing Com
the yoke and therefore were compelled
pany.
to carry the burden.
For terms apply to
New manufacturing enterprises have
A Costly Mistake.
been started during the twelve months
A. M.
Blunders are somet'mes very expen
past and are in a flourishing condition.
sive. Occasionally life itself Is the 101 Hancock St.
Santa Fe, N. M.
More land has been put under irrigaprice of a mistake, but you'll never be
tion and cultivation and the ditch syswrong if you take Dr. King's ICihi Life
tems have been materially extended,
Pills for Dyspepsia, Dizziness, Head
so as to give a larger, surer and better
ache, Liver and Bowel troubles. They
water supply in many parts of New
a:e gentle, Vet thorough. 23c at the
Mexico. The outlook for the construcFischer
Drug Co.'s.
of
Hondo
Chaves
in
Reservoir
tion the
& J0
County and of the Elephant Buttes
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale In
and
for Sale by
dam and reservoir system in Dona Ana a valid excuse for existence.
by the New Mexican Printing Com
and Sierra Counties Is very good, and
pany.
actual work on the former has comTHE NEW MEXICAN
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menced while the surveys
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New
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printing
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California
which
titled
"The
Every
Limited,"
creased, trade has been very satisfacwe turn out Try our work once
Mining Blanks.
tory and but few failures have oc- in striking illustrations and fitting work
will certainly come again. We Amended Location, Notice,
and
you
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words
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and
luxuries
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curred during the year. The hpalth of
sheet
sheet
the community at large has been very comfort of travel on the Santa Fe's have all the facilities for turning out Agreement of Publisher,
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of
class
of
work, including
Proof of Labor,
"California Limited." Each every
sheet
good and no epidemics have occurred.
Lode Mining Location,
There has been no railroad construc- season sees new booklets issued by the best binderies in the west
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
tion of any consequence, but that sev- the passenger department and it seems
sheet.
Cured Paralysis.
Title Bond to Mining Property.
eral hundred miles of steel track will that each booklet Is more attractive
W. S. Bally, P. O. True, Texas,
sheet
be built in 1905 is assured. An import- than its predecessor.' This last is no
ant election has been held in which exception and causes the lover of art writes: "My wife had been suffering Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
sheet
the Republicans were successful, elect- in printing to look forward to the next five years with paralysis in her arm,
erty,
when I was persuaded to use Ballard's Mining Deed,
sheet.
ing their candidate, W. H. Andrews, publication with increased interest
Snow Llnament, which cured her all Mining Lease,
for delegate to Congress, over a
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right I have also used it for old sores, Coal
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majority of the Legislative AsIt
looks as if a strong fight would frostbites and skin eruptions. It does Coal Declaratory Statement,
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tate, financial
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very gratifying rate and every county forced or
What Is fish for say that quickest and best results are
shows an increase in population as do one Is fish repealed.
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for the other. It is neither obtained by advertising in the "New
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BEAUTIFUL WOMEN.
Bill of Sale, Animals Not Bearing Ven
poses. All in all, the people have en- enforce
it in Santa Fe and Roswell.
Plump cheeks, flushed with the soft
dor's Recorded Brand,
joyed a prosperous year and the chansheet.
ces for the coming year as far as prosglow of health, and a pure complexion, Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
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Those newspapers which argue that make all women beautiful, and bo do Authority to Gather, Drive and Han
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are very bright indeed. The New joint statehood for New Mexico and those luscious oysters at tne Bon Ton.
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corded Brand,
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SCRATCH PAPER.
ing the people of the Sunshine Terri- lower taxation, argue like the young
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals Not Hearing Owner's Re
tory upon this very gratifying state man who is very anxious to marry. He Made from ledger, linen, flat and book
of affairs and wishes them a very repeats to himself the proverb that papers at 10 cents per pound at the
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prosperous and happy New Tear. This, two can live aa cheaply as can one, but New Mexican. This Is scrap paper pat Certificate of Brand,
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The New Mexican's suggestion that
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a law be enacted providing that the
The Santa Fe Board of Trade should pany.,
Appearance Bond, on Continuance J.
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(expenses of juries and costs in civil receive tne active support of every
When you want a pleasant purgative Bond for Appearance, District Court,
cases be taxed against the litigants business man and property owner of
and not to the county in which they the Capital City. If properly support- try Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver
sheet
occur, is meeting with much favor by ed it can, do great good for the town. Tablets. They are easy to take and Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
newspapers and citizens generally. The There are many matters of public in- produce no nausea, griping or other Complaint, Criminal,
sheet
Thirty-sixt- h
Legislative Assembly terest which cannot be looked after by disagreeable effect For sale by all Forcible Entry and Detainer. Com
should take this matter up in the early individuals but which the organization druggists.
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Forcible . Entry and Detainer. Sum
part of the session and dispose of it can attend to and put ip the public
It is an admitted fact that real es
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in accordance with the wishes of the good.
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A Russian newspaper succeeds in ex- to one state is like hitching an ox obtained by advertising in the "New
Replevin Writ,
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It says that the loss of 150,000,000 best, it makes a lame team and will get
TO CURE A COLD IN ONE DAY
Peace Proceedings. Complaint.
4
roubles worth of ships will guarantee mighty little plowing done. Two in
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a brand new and modern navy to Russia dependent commonwealths cannot be Take Laxative Bromo Quinine Tablets.
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such as no future Japan will be able taken and squeezed Into a whole like All druggists refund the money It It Warrant,
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to send to Davy Jones' locker in waits putty, even upon the mandate of the falls to cure. E. W. Grove's signature Commitment,
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with LORAL APPLICATIONS, asthey cannot
reach the seat of tbe disease. Catarrh is a
year.
Supplies for Notaries Public for sale
blood or constitutional disease, and in order
to cure it you must take internal remedies. by the New Mexican Printing Com
HbII's Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and pany.
According to Governor Brodie's
nets
on the blood and mucous surreport, the bonded indebtedness faces.directly
Hall's Catarrh Cure is not a quack
was prescribed by one of the
medicine.
It
of Arizona is less than $1,100,000. That
best physicians in this country for years and
of New Mexico is today only $950,000, is a reeriilar
prescription. It is composed of
best tonics Known, combined wltn the
and comparing per capita indebted- the
best blood purifiers, acting: directly on the
ness, it is only one-hathat of Arizona. mucous surfaces.
The perfect combination
of
the two ingredients is what produces ouch
A. M. DETTSLBACH, Mgr.
state
under
the
Yet,
wonderful results in curing Catarrh Send
hood bill, the entire indebtedness of for testimonials free
F. J. CHENEY & CO.. Props.. Toledo, O.
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vac.
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Santa Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December

Women Who Know

A

a

These women say Wine of Cardui will cure menstrual
disorders, bearing down pains, ovarian pains, leucorrhoea,
nervousness and hysteria that this pure wine will rob childbirth of its worst agonies, and that the change of life need
have no terrors for a woman who takes this great female tonic.
Will you take their advice?

Secure a Bottle of Wine of Cardui today.

MANUNACTURBR. OP

Mexican
Filigree
1

JEVmY

Repair of Fine Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty. Navaho Rugs and
dian Goods. Filigree at Wholesale and Retail.
'
West Side Plazi, Santa Fe, N. M.

H. B. Cartwright & Bro

WHOLESALE GROCERS
Stationery,
Grain, Floor and Potatoes
Patent' Medicines and Grocers' Scmdries.

no
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SANTA

Ask the Ticket Agent
To

route your ticket via the Burlington
LINE

NEW

between Kansas City

aHORT

and St. Louis.

E4ST80UND SCHEDULE.
'NO.

NO. 18

DilLY.

DAILY.
'

Kansas City
Lv. Mexico
Ar. St. Louis
Lv.

22

io.ao am
a 55pm
6.21pm

8 oo am

1314pm
4.50 pm

NO. 24

NO. 28

DAILY.

DAILY.

9.10 pm

11.00 pm

217am

340am

7.44 am

6.59 am

WESTBOUND SCHEDULE.
f

NO. 21
DAILY.

NO. 17

DAILY.

Lv. St. Louis
Lv. Mexico
Ar. Kansas City

9.06am
1.02pm
6.00

oipm
5.23pm
9 45P

pti

'

NO. 23

NO. 31

DAILY.

DAILY.

9.10pm
1,32am
6.50 am

'

,

1102pm
2.55am
7.45 am

Glad to have you write me.

Ticket Office, 1039 17th St.
j
tm

K. VALLERY, GeneiaJ Afent.

DENVER

-

Yeair!
Hope you are going to start the hew year
and your trip east via the Burlington Route.
If so you will start right.
Perhaps you may not know it, but the
Burlington Route offers splendid train service east via Denver, Omaha and Chicago,
and via Denver, St. Joseph, Kansas City and
St, Louis.
Information on request. .

C. W. VALLERY
GENERAL AGENT

(9!llflP

:

1039 Seventeenth

In-

r

inCOBVOSATSDI

Street

DENVER, COLORADO

m
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Cut any size desired
All orders will receive prompt and careful attention.

,

OFFICE: Garfield Arenae, Near
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and Hand Paintefl Clina-

.

aunsmne lerruory.

My advice to suffering women is to take Wine of Ciirdui and they
will never be disappointed in the results.
MISS LOUISE FINE,
125 Hennessy St., New Orleans, La.

Dn1TRTINi

Vivid and Interesting Pen
AND
We
want to call your.attention to the superior quality of our
of the Principal Happenings Dur- LUMP COAL, which screened, free from dirt and bone.
FIRE WOOD and
I
ing the Year Just Passed in the CORD WOOD
KINDLING
Is

Every woman suffering with female trouble
should try Wine of Cardui, and I fully believe
they will experience the same benefits and cure
which I have.
MRS. L. A. AUSTIN,
606 N. 6th St., Kansas City, Mo.

Watties, Clock Jewelry

"STAIR ID
COAL
CAPITAL
CERRILLOS and MONERO
ANTHRACITE
J T
Picture
RETAIL
WHOLESALE

BITUMINOUS

Wine of Cardui is simply wonderful and 1
wish that all suffering women knew of its good
MRS. WILHELM1NA SNOW,
qualities.
Treas. Economic League, Portland, Me.

A

at the

Can be obtained

OF NEW MEXICO IN 1904- -

Wine of Cardui has been bo helpful to me
that I feel it mv duty to advise sick and suffering
women to try this wonderful remedy.
MISS MARTHA HUBER,
505 East 88th St., New York City.
t
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New Mexico enters the New Year
with high hopes and the conviction
that even adverse circumstances can
not stay its growth and progress, for
if there ever was a year during the
past two decades in which the Territory labored under discouraging disadvantages, it was the year 1904. An
unparalelled drouth withered the crops,
decimated cattle and sheep, prevented
the customary increase, lightened the
wool crop and inflicted heavy damage
upon the small land and stock owner
m well as the wealthy merchant and
sheep and cattle raiser. This drouth
was followed by unprecedented floods
that devastated entire valleys, brought
poverty and want to hundred of homes
and discouragement to scores of Ins
vestors. And yet, New Mexico
.
in
in
wealth,
population,
growth.
in progress during the past twelve
month.? and the future seems brighter than ever before. Bttt it is only because the resources of New Mexico are
boundless, its advantages unequalled
and its future certain, that drouth and
have
flood and business
depression
been unable to retard its advancement
and its prosperity.
Railroads.
The almost sudden cessation of railroad building, following three years of
phenomenal activity in that line, was
keenly felt by many a wage earner
and more than one merchant Where
from 200 to 300 miles of railroad construction, had been the rule annually,
less than 40 miles of steel were laid
in 1904. But jn 1905 all record? will
be broken. There were filed in the
offlcp of the Territorial Secretary, during the past twelve months. Incorporation papers for companies that will
build 1,500 miles of railroad in the Territory and active work has been resumed or is about to be resumed on
pro.iects that were under construction
in 1 903 or previous. The Santa Fe Central Company is pushing work on its
Albuquerque Eastern and its Hagan
branches and has incorporated a subsidiary company to build a 211 mile,
railroad from Albuquerque to Cmran-gobesides having under contemplation a hundred mile extension from
Torrance to Roswell, and a 200 mile
extension from Willard to El Paso.
The Santa Fe System during the past
month filed plats for station grounds
at Llano and at Texico, showing that
it is in earnest in its promise to comor Belen
plete the New Mexico-Easter- n
cut-of- f
from Puerco to Texico, and
which is partly graded and completed
but upon which work was suspended a
year ago. The capitalists who built the
El Paso & Southwestern and own the
big smelters at Clifton, Bisbee, Moren-ci- ,
Douglas and Nacosarl during the
year Incorporated companies to build
two 600 mile railways, one from
Colorado, to Clifton, Arizona,
with a branch line in New Mexico, and
the other from Durango to Mastodon
on the El Paso & Southwestern In
New Mexico with Important branches,
Older
one of them to Albuquerque.
projects, such as a line to Taos from
either Raton or Maxwell City, the
standard gauging of the Denver & Rio
Grande from Antonlto to Santa Fe.
etc., will be nearer to consummation
during the coming year than ever before.
Mineral Production.
From' year to year, during the present decade, there has been a decline
in the mineral production of New
coal. The year
Mexico, excepting
1904, is no exception and the director
of the mint reports that during 1904
the gold and silver production of New
Mexico does not reach half a million
dollars, while there has been a loss In
the production of copper, turquoise,
iron and other minerals and metals.
The cause of this Is very difficult to
fathom for there can be no doubt that
New Mexico possesses undeveloped
mineral resources In the same degree
as Colorado and Arizona, both of
which have an annual mineral production exceeding twenty million dollars.
This decline in mining Is offset by the
great increase in the production of
coal, which during 1904 was almost
2,000,000 tons, and during 1905 will be
still greater for new mines are being
opened, and especially at Hagan, Sandoval County, the New Mexico Fuel
and Iron Company la completing the
initial work for a large production of
coal in the future. Yet, with an annual production of 2,000,000 tons, It
will take 4,500 years to exhaust that
part of the New Mexico coal fields
which has been prospected and the
coal that is easily mined.
Irrigation Projects.
As said before, the year 1904 from
Du-rang-

the standpoint of the farmer, the stockman, the laborer, the miner, the merchant, was not a golden one, but it
might have been worse and the promise for the future offsets any temporary losses. Especially encouraging Is
the active work of the reclamation service. Work has been commenced on
the Rio Hondo Reservoir, and that project will b the first completed of ail

its irrigation undertakings by the government. Sufficient advance has been
made by the Reclamation Service in
investigating the reservoir possibilities
of the Rio Grande, to determine that
the iniquitous International Dam project is not feasible, and that the most
practicable plan is the old one of building a dam at the Elephant Buttes. The
government is willing to build this
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dam, which is to cost $7,000,000, and
would bring under Irrigation an area
equal to the entire amount of land un-
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der cultivation in the Territory at
Buy and Sell all kinds of Seccid EaidGuds
present. It is now up to the land
ValEl
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and
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owners in the
Pictafe
leys to say whether the government is UHdertaKing am EmQaiming
the
with
pro
to go ahead in accordance
ChaH. Wagner Licensed Emlislmtr
visions of the Reclamation act. For
Telephone No. 10. San Francisco Street.
the present, the government seems Residence 'Phone No. i.
willing to construct a temporary di
verting dam above Las Crucea to assure a steady supply of water to the
farmers in the Mesilla Valley, until
the Elephant Buttes dam can be built.
In the San Juan Valley too, the reclam57 San Francisco Street.
ation service has completed investigations and has made recommendations
&
for extensive irrigation works which
to
the people
will mean a new future
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A.

of

that section.

Lesser projects are being considered
in every part of the Territory. With
irrigation and agriculture, the latter
the backbone of all prosperous commonwealths, well established, mining,
manufacturing:, railroading and other
industries will be caught by the tide of
prosperity.
Many Wanton Crimes Committed.
There is another dark picture in the
history of New Mexico in 1904. That is
the many wanton crimes, especially
murders, committed in every part and
in many instances still unpunished,
not through lack of zeal on part of the
peace officers or in the administration
of justice, but through circumstances
which seem uncontrollable, for the administration of justice in the Territory
is proverbially swift and fair. This
record of crime was climaxed by the
brutal assassination but a few weeks
ago of Colonel J. Franco Chaves, the
superintendent, of public instruction of
the Territory, and a man who stands in
high relief in the history of the commonwealth during the past half cen-

Indian and Mexican
Wares and Curios
Baskets, Pottery, Rag, Wax, Feather and
Drawn Work. Opals, Turquoises, Garnets
and Other Gems.
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Death's of Prominent Men.
Death removed several old pioneers
and men who took a strong hand In
moulding public opinion and shaping
events. Most noteworthy among those
called by death were Hon. Frank A.
to Congress,
Manzanares,
Solicitor General Edward L. Bartlett,
and W. G. Ritch, secretary of the Territory for 12 years, and acting goverd
nor for
of the time.
Administrative and Financial Affairs.
In an administrative way, the Terriwell.
exceedingly
tory has done
Viewed from a
standpoint
the administration of Governor Miguel
A. Otero has been singularly efficient
and successful.
Financially, the Territory is in splendid condition. For
the first time in many years, the bonded Indebtedness of New Mexico is below the million dollar mark, being a

DO YOU EAT ?
If You Do Try the New

one-thir-

eronad

n

t

Cuisine at the

Q

Short Orders a Specialty. All the Delicacies of the Season. Open Day and Nljht.
21 Meals for $4.50.
Regular Meals 25 Cents.

$

G. LUPE HERRERA, Proprietor

354 San Francisco Street, Next to Cartwright Davis Co's Store.

little over $900,000, with several hundred thousand dollars in sinking funds
and as a surplus in the territorial
treasury. There is no floating indebtedness and there are no unpaid bills
at the end of the year. The annual
Income of the Territdry Is near the
half million dollar mark, while its expenses, through strict economy, have
been kept considerably below the income, so that the bonded indebtedness is being paid off in satisfactory
manner. Most of the counties and
cities are meeting their financial obligations promptly. The establishment
of several new national banks, the absence of business failures and the
large deposits In banks are a sign that
the untoward circumstances of the
year have not seriously affected the
financial prosperity of the Territory.

Political Changes.
The political changes have been few
but noteworthy. The Sixth Judicial
District was established during the
year and Judge Edward A. Mann was
appointed from the Territory to the
bench, a victory for home rule. Judge
Benjamin S. Baker resigned, being permitted to do so after summary removal
by the President, and Judge Ira A. Abbott of Haverhill, Massachusetts, was
appointed to succeed him. Colonel
George W .Prlchard of White Oaks,
was appointed to succeed the late General Edward L. Bartlett as solicitor
general of the Territory, and Hon.
Amado Chaves, to succeed the late
Colonel J. Franco Chaves as superintendent of public instruction. A remarkable political battle was fought
on November 8. The Republicans nominated for delegate to Congress upon
an unequivocal single statehood platform, Senator W.VH. Andrews, recently of Clearfield County, Pennsylvania,
and who had brought millions of dollars of capital to New Mexico. The
Democrats nominated George P. Money
(Continued on Page tlx.)
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Lemp's St Louis Beef. PUB
jljt

KINDS OP MINERAL WATERS
j$ MAIL ORDERS PROMPTLY
The Trad Supplied Proa Om Sattk to a Carload.

Gtadaltrpe Street, Santa Fe, N. M.

j

I

Phone No.

WE ALSO HANDLE BOTTLED CALIFORNIA CHAMPAGNE CIDER.

?
Kiaties
holiday

The Christmas Holidays

that period of good looks,

good spirits, good cheer, and univera al joy will soon be here.
Are you going to be a direct dispenser 6f happiness?
.

Have you no friends or relations who would rejoice to have
you with them during

that glad season? If they can't visit you,

why not go to them? The Santa Fe will help you.
Greatly reduced rates for those who want to get right
with the season.
One standard fare for the. round trip.
Minimum selling rate, 50 cents.
On sale December 24, 25, 26, SI aid

QJ7

January 1 and 2.
Limited to January

Exact rates from here to any desired destination,
if you'll write, call, or 'phone me.

H.

S. LUTZ. Agent.
P.
T.
A..

SANTA

S.

Ry.

FE, N. If .

4, 1905.
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Mrs. Parker, are at the Kennedy resi
dence on Palace Avenue, and will re
ESTABLISHED 1856
INCORPORATED 1903
main here during the coming session
of the Supreme Court and probably
longer.
Paul Corn, O. T. Larrimore, A. Lind-berand William Mayer, all of
will leave Monday for an overland trip to Albuquerque and will visit
other towns along the route. They
will make the journey in a covered
wagon.
The Misses Manderfleld entertained
a party of twenty-fou- r
guests Thursday afternoon at their home on College Street, in honor of Mrs. A. Men-ne- t
of Las Vegas. Progressive euchre
was played and tempting refreshments
were served.
Mrs. Joshua S. Raynolds of Las Vegas, left that city Tuesday of this
week for New York City, from which
point she will sail in a few days for
and
Europe to rejoin her husband
daughter, Miss May, who are now in
Florence, Italy.
Miss Elizabeth Trestian and Miss
Jennie Allen, of Loraine, Ohio, and
Miss Florence Stewald, of North Amherst, Ohio, arrived in Santa Fe yes
terday and have taken accommoda
tions at Sunmount, Tent City, where
they will pass the winter.
General Manager Avery Turner of
the Pecos Valley & Northeastern Rail
road and Mrs. Turner, who spent
as the
in Albuquerque
Christmas
a
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Ten
HE
is
Eycke, have returned to their Texas
home, after a pleasant sojourn in this
1905,
Territory.
in volwill
Associate Justice W. H. Pope of the
Territorial Supreme Court, who ar
a
In
rived here Tuesday night from Ros
well, will remain In the capital for
several weeks and until after the close
of the session of the Territorial Supreme Court which will open here sion all the more enjoyable. The eveHEADQUARTERS FOR
ning was pleasantly spent in playing
Tuesday next.
and
cards
the
games,
Our
Ander
guests
The
Davis
Misses
and
departing
Fox,
in
son, of Philadelphia, who were guests at a late hour, all wishing Mr. Miller
at the Palace for several days, have many happy returns of the day. The
departed for the west and will 'visit party was planned by Mrs. Green and
1905
the Grand Canon and other famous Miss Simpson and among those presin
May
points of interest. They expressed ent were: Mr. and Mrs. George W.
HAPPY NEW YEAR,
themselves as much pleased with their Green, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Closson,
Headgear of all the kind I
Mrs. L. A. Gordon, Misses Laura Simpbrief stay in Santa Fe.
handle will sell at 50 per cent
W. C. McDonald, of Carrizozo, presi son, Pearl and Bertha Cutting, Rose
and
R.
C.
Dr.
McFie
J.
Closson,
Judge
dent of the New Mexico Cattle Growless, the coming month, in orers' Association, and Will C. Barnes, A. Wheelon, M. C. Miller, L. M. Dunn,
S.
F.
and
der to clear the stock. Must
Miller.
(Successor to SALMON & ABOUSLE MAN.)
secretary of the same, 'will be in this
N.
M.
Santa
3
San Francisco Street,
Fe,
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL.
city on Monday the 9th of January, to
make room for the spring
"GOVERNMENT GUARANTEE."
attend the sessions of the Territorial
"Uncle Sam's" guarantee goes with
Board of Equalization, and to argue for
goods.
a reduction in the assessment value of every bottle of whisky sold at the
to
Fe
are
to
reach
Santa
over
the
expected
left this morning for home
cattle for the year 1905.
Club." Goods bought In bond only.
SOCIAL AND PERSONAL Denver
& Rio Grande.
night.
Pelham D. Glassford, of None better at any place or at any
Lieutenant
John W. Corbett, the newly elected
Judge A. J. Abbott, attorney for the
the Field Artillery U. S. Army, sta price.
returned yesterday probate clerk of Torrance County was tioned at Fort
Miss Nina Otero, who has been visit- Pueblo Indians,
Riley, Kansas, who has
Lamy Corner, Southeast of Plaxa.
over
and
in
a
the city
visitor
night,
ing with friends in Albuquerque for a from a three days' visit at the San
on a visit to his grandmother,
been
Advertising
Try it and see.
on
at
for
Mtuntainair
left
home
his
official
on
business
Juan
home
pueblo,
week, returned
today.
Mrs. S. B. Davis, at Las Vegas, re
Miss Eva E. Mohr, a member of the this afternoon's train.
turned during the week to his post of
MI93 Anita Becker of Beleni, was on
Mrs. Jacob Weltmer entertained on duty. Lieutenant Glassford's
a visit to Albuquerque during the week, faculty of the Normal University at
parents,
San Francisco Street.
afternoon at cards'. An
Telephone No. 26.
to
that
Las
has
returned
Tuesday
city
Vegas,
Colonel and Mrs. Glassford, have
the guest of Miss Sue Dobson.
joyable time was had by those present many friends in this city.
after few days visit in Santa Fe.
Miss Mary B. Rose, of Las Vegas,
Colonel E. G. Austin of Las Vegas, and' dainty refreshments were served
C. B. Calhoun of Pittsburg, Pennsyl
who spent the past week in Santa Fe
of the New Mexico Cattle before the guests departed,
on a pleasure trip, has returned to the president
vania,
U IIOLKSAI.E AN1I UK TAIL DKALKKS IN
formerly connected with the
,
Rodney C. McClure of Silver City, su Mellon National Bank of the Smoky
Sanitary Board, is registered at the
Meadow City.
Palace. He is here on official business. pervisor of the Gila Forest Reserve, is
in an Important capacity, is in
Hon. Solomon Luna, president of the
in Washington in attendance at the Na City
Prich-ard- ,
town
W.
Solicitor
the guest- of Assistant Treasurer
General
George
tional
Sheep Sanitary Board was an arrival
Congress, now in ses Frank Dibert of the Santa Fe Central
who has been in Glendale, Califor- sion inForestry
on this noon's train from the south,
national
the
capital,
Railway. He is greatly pleased with
nia, for the past week on a visit to
from Los Lunas.
George E. Ellis, proprietor of the this city and will likely locate here,
Mrs. Prichard, returned home
P. A. Speckman, editor of the
Claire Hotel, returned last night from but at all events in New Mexico.
a month's visit at his old home in
News, transacted business in
William
treasurer
and
We now have a full line of
E. H. Salazar of Las Vegas, business
Mcintosh,
Santa Fe this morning and returned
He also paid a visit to
Philadelphia.
collector of Torrance County, arrived other eastern
manager of El Independiente, an influ
home this afternoon.
while absent.
cities,
in the city yesterday from Chilili and
in
Goods,
H. B. Pain of Kansas City, Missouri,
The Fifteen Club was entertained ential Spanish newspaper published
in town on official busion a
the
been
who
has
day
Meadow
spent
the
City,
who has been visiting his daughter, ness.
afternoon
of
the
home
at
yesterday
to his mother, Mrs. W, H. Man
Mrs. Frost, for a week, left yesterday
Mrs. W. H. Bartlett. who proved a de visit
A full line of
and his sisters, the Misses
a
A.
B.
Mrs.
will
Renehan
entertain
derfleld,
in return to his home.
lightful hostess. Mrs. Arthur Boyle
Manderfleld, returned this morning to
party of twelve at dinner this evening presided at the meeting of Moduli
J. P. McNulty, manager of the and all will remain to welcome in the
&
his home. He was accompanied
by
American Turquoise Company's mines New Year after bidding farewell to
Governor Otero expects to leave for his son, Isaurits, who will visit for a
Also a full line of
at Turquesa, arrived in the city this the old.
Washington during the early part of few days at Las Vegas.
noon for a visit over Sunday.
Hon. and Mrs. L. Bradford Prince, the coming week to look after matters
Major C. B. Vodges, U. S. Army re
George A. Hill, proprietor of a flour who have been east during the past connected with the joint statehood bill cruiting officer, Mrs. Vogdes, and their
now
pending in the United States Sen two
mill at Conejos, Colorado, returned yes- month in New York, and other eastern
daughters, the Misses Blanche and
ate.
Marion left yesterday via the Santa
terday from a trip to Albuquerque and cities are on their return home and
Will have everything for
Mrs. T. B. Catron entertained Mr. Fe Central and the Chicago & Rock
and Mrs. A. Mennet, of Las Vegas, at Island routes for Kansas City, from
Christmas
dinner on Sunday last. Mrs, which place they will journey to Fargo,
L.
Mennet Is spending the winter In San North Dakota, at which point, the
ta Fe and ia stopping at the Palace major will be recruiting officer, and
Such as
Hotel.
where they will remain for probably
Turkeys, Geese.'Ducka, Chickens, Booth's Fresh Oysters, Fresh
two years. While here Mr. and Mrs
Herbert F. Raynolds of
Shrimps, Celery, lettuce, Radishes. In Fruit: Naval Orand John Raynolds of El Paso, who Voedes made a number of warm
so
anges, Apples, Bananas, Imported Malaga Grapes, Calispent Christmas with their mother, friends and became very popular
fornia Grapes, Strawberries, Fancy Imported and
Mrs. Joshua S. Raynolds In Las Vegas, cially. Their departure is greatly re
California Figs. Nuts and Candies, Etc., Etc.
have returned to their respective gretted, but orders are orders in mili
homes,
tary life and must be obeyed. TheEugenio Romero of Las Vegas, treas best wishes of their friends and acurer and collector of San Miguel Coun auaintances here accompany them to
I. OANDKUUUO
ty, spent the day in the Capital City, the North Dakota town.
San Franoltoo St.
on Dusiness connected with "his tie
Last Monday evening, friends of
contracts with the Santa Fe Central Morton C. Miller of the Territorial
auditor's office, gathered at Mrs,
Railway,
Wholesale and Retail Dealer In
John P .Kennedy, Santa Fe Central Green's residence, taking him com- A-anagent at Estancia, left this afternoon pletely by surprise. It being theoccafor that place, after spending a week niversary of his birth made the
In the Capital City, after returning
from a month's visit at his old home
in Chicago.
Our stock is the largest in the city and we are
governor ana Mrs. Utero will re
There are twenty different
adding goods every day.
ceive at the executive mansion on
We
Guarantee satisfaction or refund your money.
and
cinnamon
barks,
cost
which
is considered New
Monday,
they
After yon have visited other stores and obtained
Year's day, that day actually falling from 4 to 55c lb. This ex
on tomorrow, Sunday, from 4 to 6
prices, call on us and get our p''"
m- Blssel Carpet Sweepers, Fancy China, Pocket Knives, o'clock
plains the market, all but one
in the evening.
Table Knives, Carving Knives, Razors, Strops,
N. B. Wilcox, a Cananea. Mexico. particular.
Schilling's Best is
We are here to stay. We are not closing out
who
in
was
sev
man,
the
mining
best
the
city
with
the coarser pieces
Tool
Chests and Chafing Dishes.
Skates,
but increasing it every day. This la the
stock,
eral weeks ago on his way north, ar-oldest established native curio store in Santa Fe.
; not thrown-awa- y
rived yesterday afternoon from Denver PCKed-OU- t
;
and left last night over the Santa Fe oh no ; they go to some less P. 0. BOX 546 We like the business and you will always find us at
17.
. .
for his Mexico home via El Paso.
.. .
the OI,D 8TAND ready to please you.
Associate Justice Frank W. Parker, P"ICU'ar grmaer.
The best place to buy Indian and Mexican Blankets. Pottery and Curios, ah
M
228.Su FnaciicolSt.
Ml
of the Territorial Supreme Court, and
rh
Relics from the Cliff Dwellings. Beavti ul Mexican Drawn Work, Box 346

HAPPY.

g

Sun-moun- t,

HAPPY

extend
to all our
We

Manny
New

patrons
and friends
a bright,
prosperous

NEW YEAR

Year

and

1905.

Nathan Salmon.

SELIGMAI BROS

18 9 1.

torn from the calendar and we write down new year,
and we begin where we left off. But we begin right. There
be no step backward. Within the year our store has grown
ume and prestige and commands increased respect.
wishing you

T

last leaf

COMPANY

HAPPY NEW YEAR,

and thanking you for our growth and prosperity, we promise better
merchandise, methods and store service.
things improvements
store shall be something better than a place to hand out goods and take
the new year be kind, and when time shall harvest
money.
may we all be here and able to say

FINE MILLINERY

249-251-25-

'

MISS MUGLER

i

H. S. KAUNE & CO.
Staple and Fancy Groceries,

-

Flour, Hay and Grain.

Monarch Canned
Fancy Corn. Peas,
Mince
Meat. Etc.
Asparagus,

Richelieu Canned Goods

Richelieu Coffee

.

Curtice Bros.' Blue Label Canned Goods and
Their Celebrated Preserves.

NEW YERA'S DINNER

J

THE OLD CURIO STORE i.

-

The

9jTj

Indian and Ffexican Curios

HcKenzie llarawsre Siore

EREL AMD'S PHARMACY
Sale Jlgeflcjr for Qoyler's World's Famous Caiafe
Wc uill be (pkassroD fill yew CMstaas inters at
Y A prices

jte

Saute Fe New Mexican, Saturday, December 31, J 904.
commissioner-elec-t
of Torrance
County, and arranged for the furnishing of his bond as such official while
here.
One of the arches on .the ,new College Street bridge waa completed yes
terday and work is now progressing
very rapidly. The contractors expect
to have the structure completed within
the time specified in the contract.
Agent H. S. Lutz, of the Santa Fe,
who has just recovered from two se
vere attacks of diphtheria and is now
suffering with inflammatory rheuma
tism, will leave in a few days for Santiago, California, in the hopes of bene
fitting his health.
has
Candelario, the curio dealer,
one of the largest stocks of Navaho
blankets, ever displayed in the city.
having received another shipment yes
terday from the reservation, of all
colors and sizes. These will be dis
posed of at very reasonable prices.
Celso Lopez, treasurer and
collector-elect- ,
will take charge of his
office Monday morning. He has fitted
up an office for his use in the court
house, the first room to the right on
entering the building and all business
connected with the treasurer and col
lector's office will be transacted there,
Today is the last day of the week,
the last day of the month and the last
day of the year 1904, an unusual com
bination but a most appropriate close
to one of the most memorable years in
the world's history.
May the New
Year bring forth unlimited blessings
to all mankind is the wish of the
Daily New Mexican.

ty

: MINOR

CITY TOPICS

O. C. Watson has moved into one of
204 Chappelle

the Ellis cottages at
Street.

Aiinougn Monaay is considered a
legal holiday, the New Mexican will
issue as usual.
' I. B. Hanna, supervisor of the Pecos
Forest Reserve, who is ill, is reported
as improving steadily.
The Fraternal Union of America will
have its installation of officers at the
lodge hall Monday evening.
Twenty-fiv- e
young men of the city
will give a dancing party at the Palace
Hotel in two weeks, the exact date
having not as yet been fixed.
Tomorrow afternoon, the weather
Professor Perez's First
permitting,
Cavalry Band, will render the usual
Sunday afternoon concert in the plaza.
For the first time in quite a while,
the county jail is without an occupant
and the outgoing sheriff will have no
prisoners to turn over to his succes-sor- .

.

Antonio J. Ortiz is

Sheriff-elec- t

in

the city and will assume the duties of
his office Monday morning at 8 o'clock.
His chief deputy will be Jose L. Lopez

and Seferino Baca will be in charge of

the jail.
Wishing a very Happy New Year to
and patrons, also
all my friends
thanka for their patronage in the past
year, and hope to receive a liberal
continuance in the coming year. Miss

a change will take place
on the editorial staff of the New MexiMonday being a legal holiday the can. Henry C. Warnack, of Phoenix,
bank, federal building and postofflce Arizona, and Stokes A. Bennett, of
will be closed. The postofflce, how- Mansfield, Ohio, will take the places
ever, will observe the same hours as of D. W. Lusk and A. A. Conn, who reon Sunday, for the accommodation of signed. The latter will leave for Kanthe public.
sas City the first of the week where
Professor Clinton J. Crandall, of the they have secured positions on the
United States Indian Industrial School, Kansas City Journal.
who was injured by being thrown from
The Santa Fe Central Railway has
hig buggy Tuesday evening last, is still set
apart two rooms in its depot buildsomewhat bruised, but is getting along
at Estancia for the accommodaing
nicely and attending to duty.
tion of the probate clerk and of the
J. V. Conway has received a ship- county commissioners of the new counment of nice, fat quail, and says he ty of Torrance, so that the business
is going to serve thorn up to his friends of the new county might be inauguratand guests. There is nothing like hav- ed there. The company will not
ing friends to look after one's wants charge any rent, but is doing this to
aid the people of the county in estabespecially for the inner man.
Jose Leon Madril of .Galisteo, well lishing the latter.
known sheep raiser of southern Santa
Marshal Gorman has made an invesFe County, spent the day in the capital tigation of the cause of Superintendon business. His cousin Santiago Ma- ent Clinton J. Crandall's accident the
dril, of Pinos Wells, Torrance County, other evening and finds that the hitchwas with him. The latter is a coun- ing post which Mr. Crandall's horse
A. Mugler.

On Monday

-

Do not undervalue the
services of a skilful phy

sician.
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Even die best

medicine cannot take the
place of the family doctor.
Therefore we say: Con-

sult your physician freely
about your case and ask
him what he thinks about
your taking Ayer's Cherry
Pectoral for your cough.
If he says take it, then take
it. If he says do not take
it, then follow his advice.

limn, mm

unuiBmiotinak

Had by th J.
ATBR'S
AYER'S
ATBR'S
AYKR'S

O. Ay.p Co., I,owU,
Aiao muuuniNn or
PILLS For constipation.
HAIR VIGOR-F- or
the hair.
SARSAPARILLA For the Hood.
AO UK CURS For malaria and
ago.

DAVID S. LOWITZKI
We have fast received a car load ol

NEW HOLIDAY GOODS
And will be pleased to show you through our establishment,
Goods sold on easy payments & & v
e

nt

ft

Call and see his new
line of Iron Beds at
very low price.
Also has very large stock
of New and Second Hand
Stoves, Stove Pipe, Zinc.
etc.t etc

ran into was on the side of the road,
a sufficient distance from the center,
but that people had been driving close
to the sidewalk, in order to escape the
ice in the road, caused by a leekage
in the water pipes.
On page three of today's New Mexi
can appears a highly interesting and
instructive article on the progress and
conditions of New Mexico for the year
1904. It should be read by everyone
who is interested in the welfare of the
Territory.
Generally fair tonight and Sunday
with the temperature stationary is the
forecast issued today by the local
Weather Bureau. Yesterday the thermometer registered as follows: Maxi
mum temperature at 3:55 p. m. 43 d
grees; minimum temperature at 8:05
m. 18 degrees; mean temperature for
the 24 hours 30 degrees; relative hu
midity 47 per cent Temperature at 6
a. m. today 23 degrees.
Close connection on the Santa FeLamy branch between this city and
train No. 1 from the east will recom
mence tomorrow, Sunday. The branch
train will leave here at 4:20 and In
return will reach this city at 6:20 in
the afternoon. The local agent of the
road will be found at the depot on the
south side at the proper time for the
accommodation of passengers who desire to leave on the afternoon train
for the south and for the west.
The Perry group of iron, gold and
nine
copper mines, consisting of
claims located three miles east of
from
Golden, have been purchased
Mr. and Mrs. O. F. Perry, by I. Sparks
and Harvel Duval, of this city. It is

Ctrtletfy

If you want to see fine novelties in Pocket

.

lery, look over our new line, just in.
line of Razors

Cut-

Also our new

Silver Ware.
We have Rogers Celebrated Table Ware.

Buying direct from the factory, we have inducements to offer in manicure Sets, Nut Cracks and
Picks, and other useful goods.

Watches.
We have a

line of Ingersoll and

Seth Thomas Watches, from $1 up
wards. They are useful and the boys and girls will appreciate them. Not
many left. Come early.

Ffirnittsre.
We can supply you with most anything in the line
"

Sideboards, Buffets, China Closets, Music Cabinets, Folding Beds, Dining Chairs, Tables,
fine line of Rockers. Also children's Rockers and Chairs.
We have a real Farm wagon, miniature size; also Boy's Steel Wagons
Wagons.
Tricycles, etc., etc.
Beatttlftfl Lamps. We wi111"1 yu a low Price on these goods to close
stock. Also 20 patterns Toilet Sets.
Do not delay your purchase untiTthe last,

Best come now.

understood, that Messrs. Sparks and
Duval are acting for eastern capital
ists, who propose to at once begin the
development of these claims, which
are considered quite valuable. The
consideration has not been made pub
lie.
Guns for Boys and Bear Hunters.
The Santa Fe Railway System in
connection with the Rock Island and
the E. P. & N. E. systems makes close contest between R. L. Baca and Celes-tin- o
connection at Torrance for all points
Ortiz is even closer. According
east and west by the new Golden State to the referee's figures, Baca received
Limited fast
trains. Homeseekers 561 of the alleged votes and Ortiz 17,
from the east and others desiring which would elect the regular Republiberths for the return trip may have can candidate, Mr. Ortiz, by a majoriFor Young and Old, in a Pleasing Variety,
the same secured by calling at the ty of one. Baca, however, claims that
elected
Is
general ticket office of the Santa Fe according to his figures, he
Can be Found at
Central in this city. Every possible with all of the contested ballots thrown
attention with politeness and courtesy out by the same small majority. Rawill be extended to all.
mon Sandoval, the Democratic candiballots
reoeived 558 unheaded
Concerning Captain George H. Pet date
13, which
opponent
and
his
Republican
war
tis, who served during the civil
same
as an officer in the First Regiment of would elect Dr. Clark, by the
a majority of 90.
by
process,
HOLIDAY RIBBONS,
California
in
this
Volunteers,
Infantry,
Territory and who is very ill, the
is
Providence, (Rhode Island) Journal of "COMPLIMENTS OF THE SEASON"
last Sunday says: "The many com Marked right on box in gold relief.
rades and friends of Captain George Fine cigars. Just the tiling for "Xmas
H. Pettisv State Sealer, are pleased to presents. 25 to bo- -.
A
TOYS of
"TK3 CLUB."
learn that he is comfortably located
at St. Joseph's Hospital, where he was
SWEATERS
removed on Saturday last, under the
DON'T BE "CHADWICKED."
personal supervision of his younger
A
many eastern people have
in
son, Charles L., who came on from been great
"Chadwicked" of late also some
Buffalo, New York, on learning of his
want to
if
your
father's serious illness. He is re- westerners, but youto the Bonget Ton,
patworth,
go
money's
care
and the physi
ceiving the best of
can get va!ue received for
cians give encouragement of his ulti where you
your money. The biggest ana uesi
mate recovery."
meal in the city for 25 cents.
ARRIVED ! A
United
States Marshal
Deputy
George A. Kaseman, of Albuquerque,
Kid
in
"THE CLUB."
left this morning over the Denver &
resort for gentlemen. The
Rio Grande, having in custody Maurine best
goods money can buy purity
Jurrens, who was released from the guaranteed by your "Uncle Sam." Fine
territorial penitentiary, this morning, Cigars and Tobacco.
where he has been a jail prisoner for
the past three weeks. In the Colorado
New Mexico Civil Code handsome
capital, he will be arraigned on charges ly bound in sheep, per copy $1.00, for
3tf".
Bloclc
Saxvta,
of swindling and forgery. He is ac sale
by the New Mexican Printing
cused of swindling his wife's father
will be sent by mail
in Kansas out of $100 and forging his Company. Copies
of sum as above, to them within five minutes walk of
Advertise in the New Mexican
the
upon
receipt
wife's signature, after which he left
- Plaza.
and you will get trade that you
Denver with another woman. He was any address desired.
PLAZA HrtOPERTY.
would not get otherwise.
convicted of adultery at Albuquerque
To those wlsliln to catch the creaa
"A
POINTER.",
and sentenced to serve two years In
Good whisky brightens i.p a sluggish of Plaza real estate I can offer blocks
the penitentiary, which term he has
bad whisky will make a slug at figures that will double themselves
On account of hard times, we will
brain;
recently completed. It is said that his
In 'lees than three years.
out
of you. "Uncle Sam" Joins us
sell
for a limited time only, the followwife, who lives In Denver and who will gard
SAN FRANCI8CO 8TREET.
be the principal witness against him In assuring you only the purest at
I have several business blocks toi ing goods at cut prices:
"THE CLUB."
will refuse to arpear.
sale on this great mart of trade, some Famous Monogram Rye Whiskey
$5.50 per gal, now at
4.00
of them producing more than eiga.
The fancy dress ball to be given
$1.50 bottle now
1.00
telefine
For
etc.,
cigars,"
on
liquors,
per cent, net,
Monday evening by Company F, First
purchase price asked Good California Claret,
per Doz.
COAL AND TIMBER LANDS.
Mexico National phone No. 6.
Regiment, New
Bottles
2.78
I can sell you large tracts of lan
Guards, at the Palace Hotel, promises
Good
California
Doz.
Riesling,
per
to be a very pretty event in the social
Cut rates for wines, liquors and cl suitable for mining coal or the produ
Bottles
2.76
world. A large nuniber of tickets have gars at St. Elmo Club.
'Ion of timber.
St.
Elmo
Club
of
lox
Cigars,
per
been sold already by the boys of the
CHURCHE8.
1.85
50, $2.25, now
lam authorized to dispose of the Con
company, who are making an earnest
House
White
50
box
of
Cigars,
per
endeavor to keep the company togeth
gregatlonal Church, on the south side,
2.75
$3.25, now
er, the object of the dance being to
convenient to the contemplated Union
White House Cigars, , .r box of 25,
raise sufficient funds for this purpose.
Depot. It stands upon two lots, and will
1.65
$2.00, now
The Capital City Orchestra will fur
Law and
be sold cheap, or the building will be Famous
Attorney
box....
per
Pittsburg
nish the music and an excellent prostoglss,
repa red and leased to responsible par
1.C5
of 100
gram of dances has been arranged for
ties.
All California Wlnec, per gallon.. 1.00
the occasion. It was the Intention at
OUTSIDE PROPERTY.
1.50
Malaga Wine, per gallon
first to make the affair a masquerade
At El Cuervo, 10 miles from the Rooc Madeira Wine,
1.60
gallon
per
dance, but there was some objection il? Sao Francisco Street, Santa Pe, N. A
(siand road, I cas sell you about (40 Bergundy Wine, five years old,
by persons, who dislike masking, and
excellent
teres; patented:
grazing
1.60
it was changed to a fancy dress ball.
per gallon
rtEAL ESTATE LOANS.
'and.
also a full line of Import..We
There will be prizes awarded for the
carry
secur
estate
real
to
loan
Money
upon
Convenient to 'Las Vegas, I have for ed Rhine Wine, French Claret, Chlan-ti- ,
best costumes for ladles and gentle- ty on easy terms.
Kale several large tracts of desirable
men and the boys of the company,
Tokay Wine, Sherry and Port.
OTHER BUSINESS CHANCES.
'and which I am permitted to sell at White Seal Champagne.
promise all who attend a delightful
I have several other commercial ana very low figure. One tract contains
Also Imported Cuban, Havana and
time.
business propositions to submit those de- ibout 3.500 acres, and Is located about
Mexican Cigars.
The count of the Independent bal siring to enter mercautile life and to
miles southwest ol
Mall orders promptly attended to.
lots without emblems cast in the re grow up with the new era of prosperity three and one-ha- lf
Las
all
of It Is under
Cen
Fe
now
Vegas;
In
the
with
Santa
nearly
cent county election, which was held
coming
for
fence; good grazing and water
Railway.
yesterday by the county commissioners tral
CATTLE AND 8HEEP RANGE
itock; some timber. Another tract
was finished yesterday afternoon and
In all parts of the Territory, ant 50 acres, 7 miles from
Las Vegas;
this afternoon the board met again to
timber and grazing;, with an excellent
make out the certificates of the re- "ne In Wyoming
THE FAMILY LIQl'OP HOUSE.
tream of water passing over it Still
sults. According to the count, there ROOMS; FURNISHED OR UNFUR
Next to Normandle Hotel.
mother tract of 360 acres cf farml
were 571 rotes for Catron, which had
NISHED..
No. 210 Don Gaspar Ave,
no emblem and two for Abbott and If
Furnished or untarnished rooms In tpxlng and timber land, 8 miles west
the same are thrown out, It will elect all parts of the city. Single, or en If Las Vegas, with running wat.
Please Call and Give Ua a Trial,
Abbott by a majority of three. The ulte. tor light housekeeping. Some a )poa It
Phone No. 6.

New Years Gifts
1"RS. JPfffJ

nomY s ST0IE

including the Roman stripe,
.which the newest fad for the popular neck
ribbons and belts.
fine line of
all kinds.
for young America as well as the
older folks all styles and colorings.
Albums, fancy soaps, perfumery, silk waist
terns and lovely new dress goods.
JUST
large assortment of ladies'
Gloves
all the new shades.

LADIES' WINTER HATS

Catron

J. P. VICTORY

--

at

deal Estate

opt

St. Elmo Club.

'4

Sale Agency for (mnthers World's Famous Candies
We will be pleased to fill your Christmas orders at Chicago prices
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THE DENVER
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RECTOR OF ST. LUKE'S,
CONDITION AND PROGRESS
OF NEW MEXICO IN 1904. Ashburnham, Ontario, Testifies to the

Continued from Page Three.
of Las Vegas, a son of Senator Money
ol Mississippi, and an exemplary
young man, also upon a single statehood platform. The present delegate
to Congress, Bernard S. Rodey, an
nounced himself as an independent
SHORTEST AND QUICKEST
candidate, who favored joint statehood
with Arizona, because according to his
belief, single statehood would not be
granted, although the latter would be
The result demonstrated
preferable.
beyond a doubt that New Mexico Is op
posed as strongly as Is Arizona, to
amalgamation of the two common
wealths into one state, for Senator An
drews received over 22,000 votes, Mr.
Money over 17,000 votes, and Mr. Ro
dey less than 3,500.
Coming Session of the Legislature
BETWEEN
lne session of the Legislature at
Santa Fe which convenes in January
SANTA
is looked forward to with much interALAMOSA.
est, because of the probable passage
Whereconnection is made with standard of the joint statehood bill. Still great
er interest will be attached to the con
guage trains for all points east, and afstitutional convention, which probably
fords passengers the advantage of stopwill meet next summer at Santa Fe
overs at Denver, Colorado Springs or and in which 44 delegates from Arizona
will participate with CG delegates from
Pueblo.
New Mexico in framing a constitution
for the proposed new state.
Public Building's Constructed.
A number of public buildings
of
more than ordinary importance were
erected during 1904. The orphans' asylum built by the Territory at Belen, is
TOURIST
STANDARD PULLMAN
in actual use; the Deaf and Dumb Asylum at Santa Fe was completed; con
DINING CARS
CHAIR CARS
struction is finished on the Miners
And is the popular route to all points in Colorado.
Hospital at Raton, and has been be
gun on the Reform School at El
Rito and the Blind Asylum at Alamoto
further
For illustrated advertising matter and
particulars apply
gordo. A $32,000 annex was built to
or address
the Asylum for the Insane; a dormi
tory was erected at the Normal School
S. K. HOOPER, G. P. & T. A., Denver, Colo.
B. W. R0BBINS, Traveling Passenger Agent, Santa Fe, N. M. at Silver City; an addition was built

SCENIC LINE OF THE WORLD.

Line from Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs,
Pueblo, Cripple Creek, Canon City, Salida,
Leadville Glenwood springs. Grand
unction, Duranqo, Silverton,
Telluride, Colorado, and

all points west.

EW.

FEand

Colo.,

TRAIN
SERVICE

The Denver

Rio 6rande R. R. Co.,

&

Carry on their standard gauge trains,

SLEEPERS

and
and

Jlbose Awful Headaches!
Are Bure indications of some form of stomach
trouble, biliousness or a bad liver. Malaria will
next overtake you. Don't risk it, and above all,
don'ttake calomel orq'iinine both are dangerous

HERBINE

has all their virtues none of their
deadly effects. HERBINE taken
regularly will forestall headaches, put
the digestive organs in perfect condition, head off biliousness, headaches,
liver ills, keep you in good health.
TRY IT
SOo a. Bottle,
All Druggists.
DRUG CO.,

Santj

CHARLES WDUDROW,

"ah -

LUMBER

DOORS

All Kinds of Building Material.
CORD AtO STOVE WOOD EXTRA DRY AND CUT TO FIT YOUR STOVE

CEKRILLOS AND HAGAN COAL
Delivered to any part of the (Jity.
TRANSFER AND STORAGE
We Haul Everything that Is Movable.

35 Santa Fe

Pftore

Branch Office and Yards

Cerrillos, N.

M

1&

& NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
ROSWELL. NEW MEXICO.

THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
Established and Supported by the Territory.
SIX MEN INSTRUCTORS,

all graduates of Standard Eastern CoNew buildings, all furnishings and equipments modern and comall conveniences.
baths, water-workplete; steam-heateBOARD
and &AUNDRY, 8200 per session. Session is
TUITION,
three terms of thirteen weeks each.
ROSWEIfl Is a noted health resort, 3,700 feet above
lleges.

d,

s,

d,

REGENTS

Nathan Jaffa,

and E. A. Cahoon

.

"

W. M. Reed, R. S. Hamilton,

C.

Lea

'

For particulars address

COL.

J.

W. WILLSON, Supt.

rani.

(VOaxwell
FARMING

J.

LANDS DNDSR IRRIGATION

SYSTE1

These farming laodf with perpetual water rffhW am sow being ofetei
tor sale In tracts ot forty aeret and op ward. Price of land with
water lgnt from 917 to $23 per aere, according to location. Payne n is may ke made In ten year Installments. Alfalfa, grata, trmMs sf
ail kinds, and sagar beet grow to perfection.
psr-petna-

GOLD MINES
Grant, abont forty miles west of Springer, H. M ., are the gaM
lining districts of Ellaabethtown and Bald?, where Important mineral
located gronnd may
discoveries have lately been made. Claims on
'
made under the miolog regulations of the eompany, which an as fat
ahie to the prospector as the U. f. goveraaeat laws.
On this

this grant, am located the Oawi Miami erf
Near Raton, K. M.,
Baton Coal and Coke Company, where mpkfyssoat may he foaad s
that farm tag m
fwod wages for any wishing to work dtritaf th
wwspeetlBg caa not be successfully doaa.
particulars aad advertising patter appiy to

Fr

-

Co
6rant
HEU Z1EXICO

The Maxwell Land
OATON.

If yon want to buy anything, if you want to sell anything, if yon
want to rent a house, if yon want your house rented, or if yon lose
anything, advertise in the NEW MEXICAN.

,

....

MAX. FROST,
at Law,

Santa Fe,

-

New Mexico.

RICHARD H. HANNA,
Attorney at Law,
Offices Griffin Block.
'Phone 66.

pany.

Fight Will Be Bitter.
Those who persist in closing their
ears against tbe continual recommen
dation of Dr. King's New Discovery for
Consumption, will have a long and bit
ter fight with their troubles, If not
ended earlier by fatal termination.
Read what T. R. Beall, of Beall, Miss.,
has to say: "Last fall my wife had evShe
ery symptom of consumption.
took Dr. King's New Discovery after
everything else had failed. Improvement came at once and four bottles
cured her. Guaranteed by Fischer
to the dormitory at the Agricultural Drug Co. Price 50c and $1. Trial botCollege at Mesilla Park; and at other tles free.
territorial institutions, new strucSupplies for Notaries Public for sale
tures were erected or are under con'
struction or are contemplated. San by the New Mexican Printing Com
Juan County completed its new court pany.
house at Aztec; Roosevelt County its
Notice for Publication.
new court house at Portales; TucumHomestead Entry No. 5409.
cari built a fine new school house and
Department of the Interior, Land Of
Santa Fe has under construction
fice at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 20,
school
modern $30,000 high
building.
1904.
In other towns and cities new school
Notice is hereby given that the fol
houses or other public buildings were
reared and the year 1905 will not lack lowing named settler has filed notice
in new structures of that kind, all in of his intention to. make final proof in
dicative of a commendable civic spirit. support of his claim, and that said
Cities Growing.
proof will be made before the register
Among the cities, the ,most note or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on Feb.
worthy growth and progress, were 3d, 1905, viz: Catallna Ortego, for the
se
SW 4 Section 31,
made by Albuquerque and Roswell and W
E
what is more, this growth seems but T 17 N, R 12 E.
the beginning of future advancement,
He names the following witnesses
Other towns, while not growing as rap- to prove his continuous residence upidly, are making steady progress, in on and cultivation of said land, viz:
creasing their population, beautifying Enrique Ribera, Santiago Lujan, Jose
their streets and parks, introducing Maria Ortega, Santos Ortega, all of
modern municipal methods and at Pecos, New Mexico.
least holding their own in a year
MANUEL R. OTERO,
which would have brought disaster to
Register.
towns less favorably situated.
New Mexico at St. Louis.
Head About to Burst From Severe Bil
New Mexico is especially proud of
ious Attack.
the showing it made during the year
"I had a severe bilious attack and
at the Louisiana Purchase Exposition felt like my head was about to burst
at St. Louis. It received several scores when I got hold of a free sample of
of first and second prizes and gold and Chamberlain's Stomach and Liver Tabsilver medals for its exhibits which lets. I took a dose of them after sup
excelled especially in the mining, the
per nd the next day felt like a new
educational and the ethnological' divi man and
have been feeling happy ever
sions.
Mr. J. W. Smith of Juiiff,
since,"
says
Scenic Route Road.
Texas. For biliousness, stomach trou
The progress made on the Scenic
bles and constipation these Tablets
Road that is being built by the Terri
have no equal. Price 25 cents. For
tory with convict labor over the Pecos sale
by all druggists.
and
Fe
Forest Reserve between Santa
Las Vegas has brought commendation
Notice for Publication.
by road making experts in the emHomestead
Entry No. 5443.
ploy of the United States government
The road from Santa Fe to the Pecos Department of the Interior, Land Office
at Santa Fe, N. M., Dec. 10, 1904.
River is almost completed and opens
Notice is hereby given that the fol
a region not only wondrously beautisettler has filed notice
ful but also richly endowed with min lowing-name- d
of his intention to make final proof in
eral and other Tealth.
support of his claim, and that said
New County of Torrance.
On January 1, 1905, the new county proof will be made before the Regis
of Torrance will begin its official ex ter or Receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
istence. The county seat is at Pro-- Jan. 26, 1905, viz: Plaeido Armijo, for
greso, but it is likely that tbe Legls the SW 4 Sec. 34, T 17 N, R 12 E.
He names the following witnesses
lature will transfer it to Estancia or
to Torrance. The new county will be to prove his continuous residence up
cut out of portions of Santa Fe, San on and cultivation of said land, viz
Miguel, Valencia, Bernalillo, Socorro Alcario Armijo, of Pecos, N. M.; Ma-tia- s
and Lincoln Counties and will be situ
Portillos, of Pecos, N. M.; Fernan
ated almost in the geographical center do Armijo, of Pecos, N. M .; Jesus Gon
of the Territory. It is likely that the zales, of Glorieta, N. M.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Legislative Assembly will create one
or more new counties as many of the
Register.
existing counties are as large as east
ern states and possess sufficient wealth
Revolution Imminent
and population for two or more coun
A sure sign of approaching revolt
ties.
and serious trouble in your system Is
The New Year.
nervousness, sleepless, or stomach up
The veil of time still hides from sets. Electric Bitters will quickly dis
view the year 1905. What it will bring member the troublesome
causes. It
forth no man can foretell. However, never fails to tone the stomach, regu
the welfare of each commonwealth is late the Liver, and clarify the blood.
so closely related to that of the nation Run down systems benefit
particularly
that much depends upon the trend of and all the usual attending aches van
New
boundaries
events beyond the
of
ish under it? searching and thorough
Mexico. Yes, so much is certain, that effectiveness.
Electric Bitters is only
the Territory possesses within Its lim 60c, and that is returned if It don't give
its the making of an industrial empire perfect satisfaction. Guaranteed by
and judging by its past, its future is Fischer Drug Co.
bound to be prosperous and glorious.
Have your stationery printed by the
New Mexican Printing Company.
1--
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Allen's Lung Balsam
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WILLIAM H. H. LLEWELLYN,
Attorney at Law,
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counties, Third Judicial District.
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
Attorney

at

8

FRATERNAL

Law,

Santa Fe, - - - New Mexico.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
E. C. ABBOTT,

Attorney at Law,
Practices in the District and Supreme Courts. Prompt and careful at
tention given to all business.
District Attorney for the Counties of
Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
Juan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.

89

9

10

IS

17

83

84

80
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SOCIETIES

MASONIC.

Montezuma Lodge No.
1, A. F. and A. M.
Regular communication first Monday of
each month at Masonic
Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
S. SPITZ. W. M.
F. P. CRICHTON, Secretary.

Santa Fe Chapter No. 1.
R. A. M. Regular convocation second Monday
in each month at Masonic Hall, at 7:30 p. m.
W. E. GRIFFIN. H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
Santa Fe Commandery No.
Regular conclave
fourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall, at
1, K. T.

7:30

p.m.

W. R. PRICE, B. C.

W. E. GRIFFIN, R corder.

EDWARD C. WADE,
Attorney at Law,
Practices in All the Courts.
"Mining Cases and Mineral Patents

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights of
Pythias.
Regular meeting every TuesSpecialty."
at 8 o'clock, Castle Hall,
day
evening
New Mexico
Las Cruces
corner of Don Gaspar Avenue and Water Street. Visiting Knights given a
FRANK W. CLANCY,
cordial welcome.
at
Law,
Attorney
JOHN L. ZIMMERMAN, C. C.
(District Attorney for Second Judicial JOHN K.
STATJFFER, K. R. S.
District.)
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Finance.
Practices, in the District Courts and
the , Supreme Court of the Territory
I. O. O. F.
also before the United State-- Supreme
Court in Washington.
New Mexico.

Albuquerque,

Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, I. O. O. F.,
meets every Friday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco Street.
A. B. RENEHAN,
brothers welcome.
Practices in the Supreme and Dis Visiting GEORGE
W. KNAEBEL, N. G.
trict Court. Mining and Land Law a A.
P. HOGLE, Secretary.
8
Rooms
Build
Sena
9,
and
Specialty.
ing, Palace Avenue, Santa Fe, N. M.
B. P. O. ELKS.
Osteop

''

y.

DR. CHARLES A. WHEELON,

Osteopath.

Palace Avenue,
Successfully treats acute and chronic
diseases without drugs or
medicines.
No charge for consultation.
Hours:
'Phone 156,
m.,
p. m.
No. 103

Santa Fe Lodi, No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
holds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and welcome.
A. L. MORRISON, Jr., E. R.
A.

J. Fischer, Secretary.

IMPROVED ORDER RED MEN.

2-- 5
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Dentists.
DR. C. N. LORD,
Office, Kahn Block, over Spitz'

Santa Fe Tribe No. 6, I. O. R. M.,
meets every Thursday evening at Odd
Fellows' Hall at 8 o'clock. Visiting

Store, South Side of Plaza.

chiefs cordially Invited.
C. L. BISHOP, Sachem.
A. P. HOGLE, Chief of Records.

Civil Engineers and Surveyors.

FRATERNAL UNION.

Jewelry

JAY TURLEY,
Civil Engineer and Surveyor,
Irrigation Wrrh a Specialty,
U. S. Deputy Mineral Surveyor.
Santa Fe, N. M.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondays in each month
at 8 o'clock p. m., Knights of Pythias
Hall, Don Gaspar Avenue. Visiting
fraters welcome.
Fraternal Master.
P. J. Martin, Secretary.
H. S. LTJTZ, Treasurer.

G. A. COLLINS,
and Irrigation Engineer,
Surveying and Mapping.
Estimates Furnished.
112 San Francisco St., Santa Fe, N.

Civil

M

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done in any of the large
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We

Architects.
HOLT & HOLT.

Architects and Civil Engineers.
Maps and surveys made, buildings
and construction work of all kinds have all the facilities for turning out
Office, every class of work,
planned and superintended.
including one of
Montoya Building, Plaza, Las Vegas. the best binderies In tbe west
Phone 94.

VERE O. WALLINGFORD,

Architect.
First National Bank Block,

Santa Fe

Filiiree and

Albuaueraue, N. M

It is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the "New

"Jewelry Mannfactnrini Co.

Mexican."

Gold

KILL the COUGH

CURE the LUNCS

nd

"

Dr. King's

Now Discovery

foC:

60c

&

i Silver

Filigree

N. Mondragon, Mgr.

OLaughlln Building, Doe fiasoar Avees.

Price

OUGHS and

St. 00

Free Trial.

9aBaaaaaafAaallksttaatSaaadaB

Surest and Quickest Oure for all
THROAT and LUNG TROUBLES, or MONET BACK.

SMUTU AL BUILDING &

LOAN ASSOCIATION
Will assist you to

deep-seate-

Globe-Democra-

IB

85
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-
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BENJAMIN M. READ,
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Coughing 8pell Caused Death.
"Harry Duckwell, aged 25 years,
choked to death early yesterday morning at his home, in the presence of his
wife and child. He contracted a slight
cold a few days ago and paid but little
attention to it. Yesterday morning be
was seized with a fit of coughing which
ftyieyrtrij! viiaiiaii
continued some time. His wife sent
for a physician but before he could arArt. Aiwy. rviiaoi. uuMHivnmn rive, another coughing spell came on
In RED JtA Oold neullta bom, anM
and Duckwell died from suffocation.
vita blua ribbon. Take atker. Beftua
t,
tltattaaa mm4 lalta. St Louie
Daaceraa
Deal, 101."
tleaa. Bujar your OrBsfiiiar and 4a. la
nr raraealara, n Hawaii Ballard's Horehound Syrup would bare
15. If SS im' Rallaf
for LaaHaa. M latur. br ra.
tarn Mall. ' O.OO Tattlmoalala. SaMM saved him. 25c, 50c aad 11.00. Sold
an Dnouu.
' (k.
Ckfehaaaar
tkltaaaat.
StoSlw ham, PaULaW FAi by Fischer Drug Co.
d
Will positively Cure
Coughs, Colds and all Bronchial
troubles past relief by other means.
'$100, 50c and 25c, per bottle.
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s
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EUGENE A. FISKE,
Attorney and Counselor at Law,
Santa Fe, N. M.
District Court Practice.
and
Supreme

Attorney at Law,
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.
Palace Ave.
Office, Sena Block.

1904

Mon Tnenlwed Thar Frl

Son

(Late Surveyor General.)

Justice of the Peace Dockets for sale
by the New Mexican Printing Com

December.

1904

Law.

Attorney

gists.

1--

sea-leve- l;

Attorneys at

Good Qualities
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For Sale by FISCHER

of Chamberlain's Cough Remedy.
Ashburnham, Ont., April 18, 1903. I
think it is only right that I shall tell
you what a wonderful effect Chambe.
Iain's Cough Remedy has produced.
The day before Easter I was so dis
tressed with a cold and cough that I
did not think to be able to take any duties the next day, as my voice was al
most choked by the cough. The same
day I received an order from you for a
bottle of your Cough Remedy. I at
once procured a sample bottle, and
took the medicine. To my great relief
the cough and cold had completely dis
appeared and I was able to preach
three times on Easter Day. I know
that this rapid and effective cure was
due to your Cough Remedy. I make
this testimonial without solicitation,
being thankful to have found such a
Godsent remedy. Respectfully yours,
E. A. LANGFELDT, M. A.,
Rector to St. Luke's Church.
To Chamberlain Medicine Co.
This remedy is for sale by all drug-

PROFESSIONAL CARDS

Own Your Own Home I
"''"II

ai

NOW IN ITS 39th YEAR
mining periothuil of the
M, with the strongest etiiimnil staff of
any technical publication.
Snlncripttiiu $$.3 a "yt-n(including
U. S., Ctiuidinn, Mcvican po.aage. t
Sample copy free. Send for Boole Catalogue.
The

The Engineering and Mctino Journal'
MI Antiwar, New Ytrk

a

Be your own landlord. Pay your
rent into the Building & Loan
Association and thus pay for your
home.

Tbe Association has on hand money!
property. .
For particulars call on r addresi

to loan on desirable

he secretary,

K. J. CMCHTOW.
KUTia BLOCK,
SANTA M. N. It

5
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M. Rice at Parsons,
Lincoln County, narrowly escaped destruction by fire one night last week.
Prompt work on the part of the bucket
brigade composed of employes of the
Parsons mine saved the property.
Miss Gertrude Wiley died at the
home of her parents in Silver City
illTuesday a week ago, after a brief
ness with spinal meningetis. The deceased was a graduate of the New
Mexico Normal School in that city and
had many friends throtighout the Territory who were classmates. The
funeral was held on Friday last at
the Episcopal Church and the remains
were laid to rest in the cemetery at
Silver City.
Mrs. J. L. Haynes, suffered7 a painful
accident at her home near Estancia
one day last week. While engaged in
hanging paper in her home the scaffolding collapsed and she fell to the
floor, dislocating both bones of the
right arm below the elbow. The injured member was immediately attended to and the patient is now getting
along as well as could be expected.
Large cattle shipments are reported from Colfax County due to the poor
condition of the range. Grass and
ranee feed was a little 'short in that
section of the territory and cattlemen
have been moving their stock out for
several weeks in order to have enough
feed to run them through the winter.
There will be some losses, however,
before spring, but they will not be as
heavy as was at first anticipated. The
stock is being shipped to the Kansas
City market.
With but few exceptions the daily
papers of the Territory observed Mon
day as a legal holiday and did not issue on that day.
Union Evangelist services are being
conducted at Roswell, and according to
the newspapers of the Pecos City, a
number of converts are being made.
W. H. Greer, president of the Albu
querque Traction Company, recently
returned from a trip to New York,
where he went several weeks ago with
Joseph C. Bonner, of Toledo, Ohio, to
lay before eastern capitalists the pro
jects of the Capital Light and Power
Company of Santa Fe, whose intention
it is to establish a power plant on the
Upper Pecos River, about 14 miles east
of this city. The proposition has been
investigated by engineers who have
pronounced it feasible and it is said
that the trip of Mr. Greer and Bonner
was successful in regard to securing
capital to push the project. If the
scheme is consummated the company
will furnish cheap electric lights and
power to Santa Fe, Las Vegas and Al
buquerque.
Monday, a week ago, Louis Galle
gos, a ranchman living near Raton,
while visiting in that city one eve
nlng, was slashed across the throat by
a negress named Vinie Ford. Galle
goa died from his Injuries and the
negress is now in jail in that town
awaiting a preliminary hearing on
the charge of murder.

A
prevent it

GOLD BOND will

;

u

o

Your family ample protection if you die.
GOLD BOND will give this protection

MRS. L. A. HARVEY,

A

AgentM

102Chapelle St., Santa

Santa

FeJ'j,

Fe Central Railway System.
via

SUNSHINE ROUTE,

GATEWAY.

T0RRANCE

Rock Island .& Pacific It. R.
Connecting with the E. P. & N. E. and Chichago,
Shortest line out of Santa Fe, or New Mexico, to Chicago, Kansas City or St .Louis
vvnen you travel taxe tue

THE NEW LIN

BEST, SAFEST

K

AND

SHORTEST
ROAD
Fine chair cars, elegant
Pullmans and Tourist cm,
supberh dining cars,
"REST ON WHEELS."
Tickets on sale to Chicago
Kansas City, St. Louis, El
Paso and all points East.
sell
We also
tickets
,

TO EUROPE.
via the Cunard Steamship
Line and The Old Domion
Steamship Company, and
to principle cities to or
from Europe.

ALliTHE

CONNECTING
GREAT RAILWAY SYSTEMS

Fast Freight
Special
Line arranged five to sis
days from Chicago, Kansas
City and St. Louis.

OF

NEW ME X ICO

additional infor
Anv
mation regarding rates or
special shipments will be cheerfuly given by addressing or cailing on unersigned
,

K

HOLIDAY EXCURSION RATES

Jar for round trip. Local points on Santa Fe Central and El
Sellingidays December 31, 1904, and January 1 and a, 1905.
Lilinit for return not later than January 4, 1905
On

h

t

u'

S. B. GRIHSHAW.
G. F.
P.

r

. ANDREWS,

Dres.

&

A

A. KNOX,

Palace: George A. Hill, W. A.
Shupe, Conejos, Colorado; N. B. Wilcox, Cananea, Mexico; George W.
Pritchard, White Oaks; John W. Cor-betMountainair; P. A. Speckman,
Estancia; Eugenio Romero, E. G. Austen, Las Vegas.
Claire: Edgar Jones, C. W. Berry,
G. Griffin, J. B. Robertson, Denver; G.
A. Kaseman, Albuquerque; J. E. Keach,
D. C;
H. M. Curran, Washington,
Reid I. Crane, Santa Ana; California;
C.
Mrs. Edward Hartroan, Alamosa;
B. Goddard, W. G. Franklin, Kansas
City; William Mcintosh, Chilili; J. D.
Lalng, Chicago; Anna McNamara, Es
tancia.
Bon Ton: L. D. Valdez, Las Cruces;
J. R, Walsh, Estancia; M. M. Shillings,
Tucumcari.
Normandie: W. M. Keynor, Los Angeles; Frank Chadbourne, San Francisco; E. E. Herzogg, El Paso.

Traveling F. and P. A,

Fe

Citizens
Way

Show the

There, can be no just reason why
any reader of this will continue to suffer the tortures of an aching back, the
annoyances of urinary disorders, the
dangers of diabetes or kidney ills
when relief is so near at hand and
the most positive proof given that
they can be cured. Read what a Santa Fe citiezn says:
Pascual Yanni, boot and shoe repairer on the Plaza, residence College st
says: "A man cannot sit on'the bench
pairing shoes all day unless his back
is extra strong. When it is weak, lamt
and pains continually, it becomes a
positive nuisance without mentioning
.iie suffering it endures, if. working at
my occupation was not the
primary
nause of backache it certainly aggrava
ted it. Much to my surprise and more;
to my gratification, a course of the
treatment with Doan's Kidney Cure
procured at Ireland's Pharmacy so
washed, purified hnd strengthened my
kidneys that the backache ceased."
F'or sale by all dealers. Price 50 cts.
Fr jter Ml'lburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole
a.-nt-s
for the United States. Remember the name, Doan's, ana take no
New Mexico. Civil Code handsomeper copy $1.00, for
sale by the New Mexican Printing
Company. Copies will be sent by mail
upon the receipt of sum as above, to
any address desired.

ly bound in sheep,

I LIFE, ACCIDENT or
I HEALTH Insurance

i,

Your

of COURT
BONDS,
As well as Your

FIRE INSURANCE
Go to . . .
THE HANNA

INSURANCE

Pacific Railway

&

THE

TEXAS

u j

yj

l

pacific
,

AND

Second girl. Apply Mrs.

WANTED
Staab.

trovbM

taiie
THE..

t

nifir ttloaeJ

mir.Ilt FYPBFSS
?

FAST.

thaiji

WANTED Responsible man to manage an office and distributing depot
for large manufacturing concern. Salary $150 per month and commissions.
Applicant must have good references

i

TMtIbil

MiM

it

6:69 p.

trail f Direct ommcUom mad lor an
Shrartv Norta, But and Southeast

tatovzh to New Orleans.
at Loaia without maaa
uemea Or
alatpara Loa Angelas
lataraasUaet aoaata.

Par schedules, ratee aad otaar a

R. W. CURTIS

Southwestern

Pustngtr

,U PAW,
AaWllt

TIXM

..

Afent

ILAA9
Gen.

j

it. p. mrauotm
Pawinw anal Tlafcat

I

'Phone No. 66.
Cor Washington and Palace Avenues

A. B. CRAYCRAFT,

PHOTOGRAPHER
Makes this suggestion to

WANTED. A woman to do general
housework.
Inquire 261 Palace Ave.

u JJsZSl n

"Equal if not superior to any instru
I have had occasion to use.
Barron Berthold.
"Shows such superiority of work
manship and finish as must make
them welcome to any household.
Leonora Jackson.
"Orand and resonent in tone and de
lightfully sweet and tender." Mathil-

ment

WANTED $8 to $12 weekly easily
easily earned by either sex knitting
seamless hosiery for the western mar
ket; our Improved family machine
with ribbing attachment lurnisnea
worthy families who do not own a machine, on easy payment plan; write at
once for full particulars and com da Bauermeister.
mence making money; no experience
"I cannot speak too highly of your
required. UNITED STATES WUUL,ifiiN pianos, they seem to be unsurpassCO., Detroit, Mich.
able." R. Watkin Mills.
"I find your pianos wonderfully symFOR RENT The McPherson house. pathetic for accompanying the voice."
Lillian Blauvelt Pendleton.
Close in large grounds, modern conve"Gave the liveliest satisfaction to
niences. Enquire Capt. Fred Muller.
me. I consider them second to none."
David Frangcon Davie".
FOR RENT Two new
and
"I think it capable of the fullest exbath
range,
cottages, stationary
Claire
toilet Apply to Geo. E. Ellis,
pression of musical thought." Ellen
Beach Yaw.
Hotel.
"In my opinion they rank among the
FOR RENT Elks', Hall, rormerly very best pianos of the day." Emile
Adam's Hall for balls, parties and all Sauret
other public and private use. Apply
"Possessed of a beautiful quality of
to George B. Ellis, trustee.
tone and a most sympathetic touch."
Fernando de Lucia.
AGENTS The Underwriters Fire
"I was perfectly charmed with its
Extinguishers, for the protection of beauty of tone and delightful touch."
homes, hospitals, theaters, hotels, Francis Tilletsen.
by
schools, factories, etc.; indorsed
"Their tone is sweet as well as reso41, boards of underwriters; in use in nant. Are reraa ".ably adapted for acall the departments of the U. S. gov companying the voice." Clementine
ernment; over $1,000,000 worth have df Vers SaDio.
'been sold; weekly output now over
"Your pianos embody sweetness and
400
extinguishers; representatives richness of tone, splendid carrying
wanted; references required. Knight power and excellent action." Rosa
& Thomas, Incorporated, Boston, Mass.
Olitzka.
THE STORY & CLARK PIANO CO.
Employ only expert workmen and no
Bilious Collo Prevented.
work or contract work Is done
piece
Take a double dose of Chamberlain's In
factories.
their
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy
won renown on two conhave
They
as soon as the first indication of the
and beauty of
excellence
for
tinents
disease appears and a threatened atinstruments.
their
of
off.
Hundreds
tack may be warded
Prices and terms most liberal.
people use the remedy In thin way with
on the General Agent for New
Call
Ell
Tor
sale
success.
by
perfect
Mexico,

FRANK DIBERT

rhese Celebrated Hot Springs are
located in the midst of the Ancient
e
miles, west
(Tlifl Dwellers, tw
'
Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Bar-ic, and about twelve miles from
Station, on the Denver and Rio
Srande Railway, from which point a
daily line of stages runs to the Springs.
The temperature of these waters is
are
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gas

you.?

Come and see me if you
want the finest

nty-fiv-

a

Ever made in the city
MY

SPECIALTY

IS

TO

PLEASE

YOU

!

Developing and Finishing
Kodak Work to Order :

4Plaa StudiorNM

these waters has been thoroughly test
ed by the miraculous cures attested to
in the following diseases: Paralysis,
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the

Neuralgia, Consumption,
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affections, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, atf
Female Complaints, etc., etc Boahi
lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $1'
per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
Denver trains and waits for Santa Fe
train upon request This resort Is attractive at all seasons, and Is open all
winter. Passengers for OJo Callente
can leave Santa Fe at 9 a. m.. and
reach Ojo Callente at 4 ; m. the same
day. Fare for round trip from Santa
Fe to Ojo Callente, $7.40. For further

ANTONIO JOSEPH.
OJo

Cream Vermifuge
THE

HOT SPRINGS.

carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 feet Climate
the year
very dry and delightful
round. There Is now a commodious
hotel for the convenience of Invalids'
and tourists. These waters contain
1,686.24 grains of alkaline salts to the
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
Springs In the world. The efficacy of particulars, address

WHITE'S

Proprietor
N. M

Callente. Taos County.

GUARANTEED

The

WORM

Limited

State

Golden

"THE BEST EVER"
Through train

daUy without change between

San

Francisco, Los Angeles and El Paso, and Kansas
City, St. Louis and Chicago.

VIA
Sou.

Pac.-E- .

P.-- N.

E.

&

Rock Island Systems.

Dinin, Tourist, Double and Single

Buffet-Librar- y,

Drawing Room and Observation Sleeping cars.
Electric Light. Steam Heat.
Insist

It Is an admitted fact that real es
tate, financial men and merchants all
say that quickest and best results are
obtained by advertising in the "New

on a

ticket via the

GOLDEN

8TATE LIMITED.

A. N. BROWN.

Genl. Pass. Agt.
v EL PASO,

Mexican."

legal blanks at the New Mexican.

II

Read What Accomplished Musicians
Say of the Story and Clark Pianos.

0J0 CALIEJfTE

THE

INTERIOR.
DEPARTMENT OP THE
Washington. D C. Address only the Commissioner of the General la nereDV riven, purTHE CHILDREN'S FAVORITE TONIC.
Land Office, notice mnA
In .MWimtllnM wlt.ll
A 4n.tw.iM.lnna
InBEWARE Or IMITATIONS.
the direction! of the Secretary of the
THC GENUINE PREPARED ONLY BY
of July
terior under the proviilom of tn act
5,1884 (23 Stat., 103), that the land embraced
Co.
Ballard-Sno- w
rein the Fort Butler abandoned military
MO.
LOUIS,
ST.
servation, in San Miguel County, New Mex,
For Sale By
ico, amounting- to 2.683.00 acres, will be
offered for sale to the highest bidder, for
FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
cash, at not less than the appraised price,
the money to be paid at the time of sale, said
Santa Fe, N. M.
sale to be held on the reservation on the 15th
o'clock
at
ten
1905,
commencing
day of March,
a. m. The land will be offered for sale ir
s
sections of forty acres and
?uarter-quartrsubdivisions of more or les than
each in the order in which they
forty acres
nnMP nn the Hat on file in the land office.
Act
at Clayton, New Mexico. J. H.r..Flmple.nucu-cooa.
approved
ing Commissioner, W.B.
A.
Secretary.

Ai;.

jL II

HOME.
SANTA FE, N. M.
The Bon Ton Is a home for those
will
show
Who
you the Stcry - Clark
accustomed to the best A choice of
In
several
Pianos
the
styles and finish
carte
change
table d'hote or a la
Walnut and
ofHungarian,
Mal.sgny,
tack ard forth, forth s ad back as
Golden Cak.
ten as you please.

The New Mexican can do printing
equal to that done In any of the large
cities. Our solicitor:' Every piece of
work we turn out Try our work once
and you will certainly come again. We
have all the facilities for turning out
every class of work, Including one of
the best binderies In the west

n. Uonitain Tlct

1

and $2,000. Capital secured. Address,
Supt. 323 West 12th St., Chicago.

k,

Lewes El Piw Dtflj

STORY & CLARH

FOR SALE Good driving horse and
single buggy. For further information
apply at Koury's Cash Store.

Liniment

"R

ADS

MISCELLANEOUS

A

REMEDY

JUlUVAYj

WANTS

AGENCY

t,

Texas

HEART FLUTTERING.
Undigested food and gas In the stomach, located just below the heart,
presses against It and causes heart palpitation. When your heart trouble
you in that way, take Herbine for a
few days. You will soon be all right.
50. Sold by Fischer Drug Co.

six-roo-

"I was much afflicted with sciatica,"
writes Ed C. Nud, Iowaville, Sedgwick
county, Kansas, "going about on
crutches and suffering a deal of pain.
I was induced to try Ballard's Snow
Linament, which relieved me. I used
three , 50c bottles. It is the greatest
liniment I ever used; have recommended it to a number of persons; all express themselves as being benefited by
It. I now walk without crutches, able
to perform a great deal of light labor on
the farm." 25c, 50c. $1.00. Sold by
Fischer Drug Co.

PHOTOS AJiD VIEWS

HOTEL ARRIVALS.

Gen'l Manaaer.
J

When Santa

Territory.
The home of J.

want in old age is pitiful

Wan in

TOPICS.

Redrock on the Middle Gila, has a
new postmaster. The new incumbent
is Louis Champie, proprietor of a general merchandise 3tore at that place.
He was appointed to fill the vacancy
caused by the resignation of Henry B.
inTucker, who will sell his property
terests there and remove from the

A 50 per

Looking for an absolutely safe investment?
cent Bond will interest You.

FOR IT.

NO REASIJN

J

TEXAS.

'

I

a

Santo FeNew Mexican, Saturday, December 3f , 1904.
Plats of Durango,

& Gulf Railway Filed
in U. S. Land Office..

OFFICIAL MATTERS.
Articles of Incorporation Filed.
The following articles of incorporation have been filed in the office of
the Territorial Secretary J. W.
Ray-nold-

The Tonopah-CroGold and Copper
Company; the incorporators and directors for the first three months
are
E.
L.. Washburn, C. O.
Cushman, Thomas N. Wilkerson, Albu-

querque; Nathan Washburn, Mlddle-boro- ,
Massachusetts; E. F. Hoaglin,
Albion, Michigan. The object of the
company is to carry on a general mining and smelting business in gold and
copper ores, with the principal place of
business at Albuquerque; capital stock
$1,000,000, divided into 1,000,000 shares
of the value of $1 each. Term of existence, 50 years.
Bond of School Superintendent Approved.

Judge John R, McFie has approved
the bond of Marcellno Garcia, as superintendent of schools of Santa Fe County, which was in the sum of $2,000.
Yesterday afternoon, Judge McFie approved the bonds of Antonio J. Ortiz,
'sheriff-elec-

of

t

this

county.

They

were In the sum of $5,000 for the faithful performance of his duties and
$7,000 as collector of liquor and gaming licenses.

S- A

The Albuquerque, Durango & Gulf
Hallway Company, filed two sets of
plats for the right of way of the road
In New Mexico yesterday in the United States land office. This is the
road, which is contemplated by the
promoters of the Santa Fe Central and
the Albuquerque Eastern.
Articles of Incorporation Filed.
The following articles of incorpora
tion have been filed in the office of
Territorial Secretary J. W. Raynolds:
Torrance, Roswell & Gulf Railway;
incorporators and directors for the
first three months, William H. Andrews, Albuquerque; Willard S. Hopewell, Hillsboro; Arthur Kennedy, Francis J. Torrance, T. Lee Clark, Pittsburg. The capital stock is $2,500,000
divided into 250,000 shares of the
value of $100 each and the principal
place of business will be at Roswell,
Chaves" County, although it is specified
that meetings of the board of directors may be held in any city in the
United States, in or out of the Territory. The amount of shares actually
subscribed are 1,250 or 252 shares per
Ten per cent of
each incorporator.
the entire capital stock has been paid
to T. Lee Clark, of Pittsburg, the
treasurer of the new company. The
object of the company is to construct
a railroad and telegraph line from Tor
rance, connecting with the Santa Fe

SPITZ

full line of.?

DIAMONDS, WATCHES,

CLOCKS,
SILVERWARE. ETC.
Manufacturer of.s?

exican Filigree Jewelry
All kinds of designs in

!

Coffee Machine.

FILIGREE FOB CHAINS, FILIGREE NECK CHAINS,
FILIGREE SOUVENIR SPOONS,
FILIGREE BROOCH PINS, FILIGREE BRACELETS,
riLlGKEE CARD CASES.

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S
(JEO. W. HICKOX, President

j

Jt

S.

0.

CARTWRIQHT, Sec'y

sad Trees.

CANDY.

This is the season for eating and glv
lng candy. We had an unusually large
sale for Christmas but we have opened
up fresh supplies and our assortment
of bulk goods is almost a good as ever.
Plenty of nice boxes to choose from.
Fine candy at
20c, 25c and 35c
AND CHOCOLATE.
We have lately received a direct
shipment of Huyler's high grade chocolate and cocoa:
2
lb. cans Huyler's Coacoa, each. .30c
2
lb. cakes Huyler's baking chocCOCOA

1--

olate

1-- 2

25c

lb. Huyler's

sweet chocolate,

25c
pink wrapper
lb. Huyler's Vanilla chocolate,
40c
white wrapper
Small cakes Huyler's Milk choc10c
olate
Tin boxes Huyler's Nut chocolate. .15c
These last two items are for eating
1-- 2

only.
OLIVES AND PICKLES.
We are now showing bulk sweet and
sour pickles, sour cucumber pickles,
bulk Queen and pimento stuffed olives.

up-to-da-

te

W. H. GOEBEL
The fjardware Dealer,
SANTA FE, N. M.,

HE

v

DRUG CO
Wishes You All a

1905

Happy

WOOL SHORTAGE

CAUSES WORRY
This Year's Crop Did Not Equal
of Lasts Boston Market
Remains Firm.

and Prosperous

One-Thir-

Boston, Mass., Dec. 31. The close
of the Boston wool market for the
year 1904; is characterized by a re
markable shortage of the amount of
wool on hand. The fact of the scar
city of supply is oppressing the traders in this, the chief wool market of
the United States, and there Is con
siderable apprehension as to whether
serious conditions will be encount
new
ered before the arrival of
'
' ""
clip.
It finds that the supply of wool, do
mestic and foreign, on hand unsold
here, is the smallest carried over in
fifteen years. The Journal reports
that there are of all kinds of wool only
29,000,000 pounds on sale In Boston
and that of this small total' but 'ii,- '
500,000 are domestic.
domestic
of
42,000,000
pounds
Only
wool is left unsold in the United
States against 112,000,000 last year.
The total supply of all kinds in the
54,000,wu
country is less than
pounds.
On the other hand, it should, be statr
ed that the mills are heavily stocked
and that millions of pounds belonging

new Year

1905

And Will be Pleased to Give You
Calendars and Almanacs for 1905

to them and not for sale still are
stored in this country. rThe Boston
'.'
wool market remains firm.

230 San Francisco Street

MARKET REPORT.

TIP TOP CREAM.
MONEY AND METAL.
We have a bargain in canned cream.
New York. Dec. 31. MoneV on call,
Buy enough to last you six months.
We had a chance to pick up fifty cases nominal, no loans. Prime mercantile
4
per cent. Silver BIX- of VAN CAMP'S Tip Top brand of paper 4
Wew lorn, uecemoer di.jjeaa quiet
cream at a bargain. We pass it along $.60
.
$7.00. Copper firm 15
to our customers with only our usual
GRAIN.
small margin of profit added.
Chicago, December 31. -- Close, Wheat,
3 regular-size25c Dec.
cans
113; May 114
Small cans, each, only
5c
Corn, Dec. 42K; May, 45
.
Dec. 29; May, 31
BUCKWHEAT CAKES.
We Have a very fine quality of bulk
PORK, LARD AND RIBS.
buckwheat flour. It makes mighty
12.0,
Pork, Dec. 811.05; May 13.37
fine cakes for these crisp mornings, es
Lard. Dec. 86 70: May 7 0237.05
Elba. Jan. $6.40
S6.43X; May, $6.70
pecially if served with FERNDELL or
$6.72.
P. V. pure maple sap.
WOOL MARKET.
MEAT MARKET.
Do not fail to try our United States
St. Louis, Mo., December 31. Wool
Government inspected beef, pork and nominal and unchanged.
Territory and western medium, 21
lamb. We also carry a nice line of
22 floe medium. 17
18; One, 16
specialties, such as sausages, tripe,
bailed ham, pig's feet, head cheese,
8TOCK MARKETS.
....
spare ribs, etc. Did you ever try boil
Dec. 31. Closing stocks.
New
York,
sauer
and
ribs
kraut
spare
ing
togeth Atchison
pfd., 101k: New York
87;
er?
138 W
Central.
142; Pennsylvania,
HAY AND GRAIN.
Union Pacific
Southern Pacific,
We at all times carry a complete 113; pfd., 97; D. S. Steel, 30; pfd.
Amalgamated Copper, 71.
line of feed for the cow, horse and
LIVE 8TOCK.
chickens. Order either by 'phone or
in person and get the best.
Kansas City, Mo. December 31. Cattle
2
market, unchanged.
Native steers, $3.75
$6.00; south
ern steers, $3.00
84.50; Southern
$3.25; native cows and
cows, $1.75
heifers, $1.75 a $4.75; Stockers and
$1.00; bulls, $2.25
feeders, $2.75
$4.00; calves, 83.00
$6.50; western fed
steers, $3.50
$5.25; western fed cows,
$3.50.
$1.75
Sheep market 5 to 10 cents higher.
$5.25; lambs, $5.00
Muttons, $4.00
$7.00; Range wethers, $4 50, 3 $5.75;
d

64;

92;

Everybody

or' most everybody, knows
the Round Oak stove.
We can give you plenty of
testimonials as to its superiority. In its new,
dress it is the handsomest stove on the market,
and in tight fitting, fine
workmanship and "business" it excels all others.
Do not mistake other stoves
for the genuine. Look for
the name on the leg,
"Rotfad Oak." It is the
stove you have always
heard about. We will be
pleased to explain it fully.

I

.,,

250 San Francisco Street.
Grocery Telephone No. 4. Meat Alarket Telephone No. 40
No.

HUYLER'S

Central to Roswell, the length of the
line to be 125 nmes. The term of existence of the company is for 50 years.
Certified Election Returns.
A copy of the certified .election returns have been received and filed in
the office of the Territorial Secretary
of the election in Torrance County for
a successor to the late J. Franco Chaves, for the council. Jacobo Chaves,
the only candidate received 357 votes.
Complication as to Bond of Collector
of School Funds of Treasurer
of Chaves County.
Chaves County has a curious legal
complication. Superintendent of Pub- lie Instruction Amado Chaves this
morning received the bond of J. S
Lea, recently elected treasurer and
collector of Chaves County,
for $40,000 as collector of the school
fund. The bond, according to law
should be approved by the county su
perintendent of schools, but Chaves
County seems to have none. J. McL.
Gardiner, whose term expired today
has left the county to make his home
in California and B. L. Johnson, who
was elected at the recent election, died
I
before qualifying.

Kiwes, $3.25

$4.75.

Chicago, December 31. Cattle market
steady.
Good to prime steers, $5.50
$6.35;
$5.35; stockers
poor to medium, $3.75
and feeders, $2 30 3 $4 35; cows $1.50 (a

heifers,

82.25
$5.00; cannerr,
82 40; bulls, $2.10
$4.10;
calves, $3.50 g $7.25; western steers,
$3.50
$5.00.
$4 20;
$1.50

,

Sheep easy.
Oood to choice wethers, $4.90 (3 $5.65:
fair to choice mixed, $4.10
$4.85;
western sheep, $4.00
$5.40; native
lambs, $5.25 G) $7.35; western lamb?,
$6.00

$7.30.

Ohareb Aanraaotsuiito.
1,

Happy New Year's
Dinner '

First Presbvterlan cburch January
Morning worship at 11 o'clock.
with sermon by Rev. R. K. Wharton,
on "The problem or the New Year."
1, 1905.

.

F.

Restaurant, 25c.
Lupe Herrera. Proprietor.

0

Fresb Flowers all the Time!

St

Fresh Fruits in Seasoi rafl

1

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

At the Coronado
G.

January 1,
MENU

1905.

SOUP ,
Chicken a la Reined
FISH
'
Fillet of Bad Snapper, a la Joinville
BOILED
Boiled Briskets of Beef, Spanish Sauce

The Clarendon Gard cn
San Miguel Sfeet, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, N. M.

t FLOWERS

A

SPECIALTY

WEDDING BOUQUETS

DECORATI

FLORAL DESIGNS
Telephone No.

is

P. O. Bo: I

j

rfl
...

II

ROAST

Turkey, stuffed, Cranberry Sauce
Prime Ribs of Beef and Juice
ENTREES
Macoaronl a la Cardlna
Scallop of Oysters
Queen Fritters, Sabayon Sauce
VEGETABLES
Mashed Potatoes
Stewed Tomatoes
Young- -

OUDflOW Si ElONTEfJIE
'A

"

i

SALADS
A la Mande

DESERT
English Plum Pudding Brandy Sauce
Lemon Meringue Pie .
,,
Mince Pie
Siloed Apple Pie
Vanilla Ice Cream
Coffee
Tea
i

c NOTICE TO REPUBLICANS.
All the Republicans and citizens of
Precinct No. 17 of the County of Santa
Fe who are interested In the good gov
ernment and welfare of the city of
Santa Fe are hereby invited to participate and take a hand in the proceed
ings of a Republican meeting which
will be held on the 2d day of January,
1905, for the purpose of placing in nomination a candidate for justice of the
peace and a candidate for constable for
Precinct No. 17, of Santa Fe County.
The said meeting shall be called to or
der by the precinct chairman on said
day at 4 p. m. at the house of Don
Atanasio Romero.
ATANACIO ROMERO,
Precinct Chairman.

a

The
Printing
pany la headquarters ror engraved
cards de vlsite In New Mexico. Get
your work dona her and yon will be
pleased In every particular.

aav"

ii-'- 1

.

Green Peas

day-schoo-

Public cordially Invited.

Santa Fe,

3E

Feast of the Circumcision
1905. First mass at 7:00
January
o'clock a. m. Second mass at 9:30 a.
m., sermon in English by Most Rev. Evening worship at 7:45 with sermon in
you are
Archbishop P. Bourgade." At 10:30 a. Overcoming evil witn good.
m. solemn mass with deacon and sub- - cordially invited..
deacon by the Rector V. O. Anthony
St. John's H. E. Church, Don Caspar
Fourchegu. At 4:00 o'clock p. m. vespers ave. Rev. J. Li. Shlvely pastor Sun
and benediction.
l,
9:45 a. .; Morning service
Church of the Holy Faith (Episcopal) II a. m., suoiect,
jncw xears Mes
Palace Ave., Rev. W. R. Dve In charge: sage." Junior League, 2:30 p. m. Even
Sunday School at 9:t a, m. Morning ing service, 7:30 p. m. Tneme, "A uiance
prayer with sermon and Holy Com- Backward and Forward." You will be
munion at 11:00 o'clock, the Christmas welcomed to all these services.
music will be repeated at the morning
service. Evening prayer at 4:30 p. m.
Com
New Mexican
Cathedral.

:

a'1

-

Undertakers and
Embalmers
ALL KINDS OF

PICTURtfMNa.

'

Dadrow's OttkyBuilding.
Day Telepon 35

Sunday', and NlghU at Mrs. Gold's Besldan

f

Ay

No

GOLD'S OLD CURIOSITY SHOP

closin6
.

OUT

SALE

!

Wishing to retire from bi&j,
i wjn sen my
entire stock of
,N2LAJ!LlEi MEXICAN BLvoiKETS, POTTERY
BASKETS. DRAWN WO?RK. CURIOS. ETC.
At less than Cost

TOURIfs.
nan of Santa Fe i
& Free wuseuro.

?u.m!p
"Vdo noty"."
visit our Curio
you
qtore

Sign of the Old Cart
Send for Catalogue
Cor. Sao Franclsca Street nd
Bn9 AIy

